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Certain Nebraskans helped to verify parti one of
this work by answers to questions and by time given to
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Their recollections contributed some other

wise .unobtainable material*

Acknowledgement is grate

fully made,, therefore# to the following'?

Dan B. Butler#

Fred Carey, George Frank Fisher# William C* Fraser# Hoy'
Harrop,. Edgar Howard# William N* Jamieson, Fames Lawrence
JY Francis McDermott# Edward Morrow# George o fMai!ey, Fal
F# Peter, William Eltohie, Abel F* Shotwell# Robert Smith

Clem West,

Where these men are referred to by interview,

the interviews were with the author*
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", •*preserve, protect, defend the Constitution of
the Tlnited States... .so help me God.”

In a voice choked

with emotion, the elderly Hew Englander read the type
written oath of office.

Solemnly, phrase by phrase, the

t
younger man repeated the words.

Thus, at 2:47 A. M.

,
* /.

August 3, 1923, by the dim light of a coal oil lamp,
Colonel John Coolidge of Plymouth, Vermont, administered
the oath that made his son the thirtieth President of the
Dnlted States.
The nation’s attention was still focused on Ban
Francisco, where, only four hours previous, Warren G,
Harding had succumbed to a sudden illness.

Only eight

persons witnessed the ceremony in the Hew England living
room-offlce.

Millions were impressed by the simple but

dramatic manner in which Calvin Coolidge became the nation’s
leader.**■
There was much to absorb the country’s interest in the
months that followed President Coolidge’s brief statement
indicating his intention to carry on the policies of the
deceased Harding.

During that time Germans staged bread

riots; Italians bombarded Corfu; Greeks rebelled against
their government; Arabs and lews demanded settlement of their
^William Allen White, A Puritan in Babiyon. pp.242-3.

land problems; Filipinos protested against the methods of
Grovernor~G-eneral Leonard Wood; Japanese gratefully ac
cepted American aid after their disastrous earthquake.
Brimo Rivera, Victorians Huerta, and Adolph Hitler led re*
volts in Spain, Mexico, and Germany respectively.

At home,

the Veterans1 Bureau was charged with neglect and poor ad*
ministration; coal miners and railroad men threatened
strikes; the Ka Klux Elan gave evidence of becoming an im
portant factor in American thought and action; air mail
pilots began,to fly both night and day on a trans-cochin*
ental route; three Americans were awarded the Nobel prize
for their discovery of insulin; another American received
a similar award for his study of the electron; Rogers Horns
by astounded baseball fans by the prowess a right-handed
batter could display; Babe Ruth and the New York Yankees won
the World Series from the New York Giants.

Yet, in the midst

of all of these events, the taciturn man in the White House
demonstrated that silence can interest the public.
In 1924 the United states would elect a president.
The action of the incumbent would influence the course of
that election.

His attitude on the questions of United

States1 entrance into the World Court, prohibition, farm
relief and the veterans* bonus, were of interest to every
American.
1 Both Republicans and Democratic leaders searched the
opposing ranks hopefully for signs of intra-party discord.

A division was 'first' noticeable among the Republicans'Of* .
the Midwest where,'as the party-in control, they faced the
prospect of being, held responsible for the unfavorable
prices of farm products*
The growth of the insurgent Republican bloc which was
making party unanimity impossible- symbolised this situation*
Senators .Robert 31* LaFoIXette, Wisconsin, George W*. Karris*
Nebraska, William 1* Borah, Idaho, ■Smith W. Brookhart,
lorn, and Hiram Johnson,, California, had made harmony with
in the Republican Party unknown in the recent past*

They

promised to continue their opposition to many of the Admin
istration’s ideas*: In 1922,. the eledtion of Robert B#
Sowell In Rebraska and Henrik Shipstead in' Minnesota added
strength to this group, for-both'men hed. been-nominated
against the ..wishes of party'regulars* ,
Robert B* Howellfs victory.over Senator Gilbert M*
Hitchcock'Came after the Senator ’s statement that prohibi
tion .was an accomplished fact*- This statement affected a.
reconciliation between Hitchcock and W* J* Bryan which led
the latter to campaign-for Senator Hitchcock and for his
brother, Charles Bryan, for Governor
With her two- irreconcilable senators, Nebraska was
more important as a symbol of discontent than for the state’s
^Chester H« Rowell, HBrookhart, Howell and Brother Charles
Bryan, the Radical Revolt in Iowa and Nebraska** World’s
Work* Sept ,1923, 46*476-65;
•
' ~~~~~

4
eight electoral votes*

The state of the Bryan Brothers and

George W* Norris was waiting with the rest of the nation for
President Coolidge to hr©ah his silence with a program for
his party and for the country.

r
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Calvin Coolidge
C'DOlldge^s campaign for nomination and election
actually began with his message to the Congress on De
cember 6, 1923*

The Democrats had been irritated by his

silence previous to that address;*

They maintained that

through silence he hoped to win the nomination without
committing himself upon the major Issues of the day.'

Other

potential Republican candidates had waited for the Presi
dent to make a definite statement before announcing their
opposition*'

Only Hiram Johnson was considered a serious

threat to Coolidge, yet Governor Plnchot of Pennsylvania
was accused of putting himself forward as a dry candidate
when he engaged in criticism of Federal prohibition enforce
ment in his state.
Robert M. LaFollette of Wisconsin was known to have
presidential aspirations.

However, few believed that he

would make a serious attempt to win the nomination;

Frank

R. Kent called President Coolidge a rt2Q to 1 shot" to win
the nomination because he had the support of party leaders
and the control of the southern Republican delegations.
This meant that he could disregard public sentiment;!

Fear-

iFrank R, Kent in Omaha Morning World Herald, Dec. 10, 1923.

$

lug no wave of popular 'support that might upset their plans*
the leaders in the Administration predicted Coolidge*s nom
ination on the first ballot with fifty or sixty votes to
spare even though conceding that the Midwestern States* In*
eluding Heferaska* would probably give their support to
Johnson or to one of'the "favorite sons*"
William Butler of. Massachusetts was named national
campaign manager for the President#

Cleveland m s selected

as the convention site*

It. was said that Coolidge preferred

that city over Chicago*

Hiram Johnson1© supporters charged

that Coolidge feared their candidate's strength In the Chicago
area*
fh© pre-convention campaign was fought in Congress
through the months succeeding the President*-© message as men
interested in their respective party*© success' debated the
immigration bill* the soldiers* bonus* tax reduction* tariff
revision* farm relief* and railroad rates*- A restless Con
gress was beginning to show greater,interest In investigat
ing administrative indiscretions.

With the Republican ma

jority supposedly subservient to the~ insurgents' and with~tHe
congressional investigations; furnishing endless campaign
material for the Democrats* President Coolidge returned to a
policy of maintaining silence after.hia original message ex
cept to announce that swift action would be taken wherever
it was needed to bring dishonest officials to justice*2
2Cmaha Morning World Herald, febr*I3* 1924*

i
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*

In Nebraska Boss I* Shotwell, Omaha attorney, led a
movement to pat young Republicans on the side of Coolidge
in the primary election,

Frank Reavis, former Congressman

from Falls City, returned to Nebraska to manage the Presi
dent *s campaign*

He established his headquarters at

Lincoln in the office formerly occupied by the Bryan Brothers*
Commoner* The President*s decision to enter the Nebraska
primaries against Mr* Fohnson was formally announced in midJanuary,
The Nebraska Senators remained silent on the question
of supporting the President, but the rank and file of party
members and the majority of the so-called Republican news
papers announced their decision to back the Administration.
The Omaha Morning Bee asserted that farmers favored Mr,
Coolidge since he was responsible for the only constructive
measures put Into effect except those of the progressive
bloc.

The Democrats considered the discontent of the farmers

their strongest weapon in Nebraska*3
Biram Iohns on
- Even before the death of President Harding,Hlraxr defensor
had been regarded as a possible candidate for the Republican
nomination due to his prominence in the convention and cam
paign of 1920,

His unceasing criticism of the &dministra

tion fs foreign policy added to the uncertainty of his inten3Omaha

Bee, March 3, 1924*

tioas*

Harding had challenged him with a call for interna

tional cooperation and entrance of the United States Into
the World Court*

In October, 1923, the California Senator

was said to be waiting an excuse such as a similar declara
tion by President coolidge in order to formally announce
his candidacy*^

He was regarded as a potentially strong

candidate in Nebraska as well as in California*?
Johnson announced his candidacy in November, 1923 with
the declaration that he was still against the League of
Nations and the World Court but favored "cooperation with
ourselves as judge" as to the time and place*

His bid for

the Progressive vote was made with a statement that, "the
ensuing contest will determine whether the Republican Party
shall be the permanent instrument of reaction or whether it
shall respond to present day conditions and aspirations.
He announced hi a intention to enter the Nebraska Primaries
a week later*

He further stated that he planned to speak

in Nebraska the following spring*

By the end of February,

petitions for Johnson delegates were circulated*
When it was announced that Frank A* Harrison of Calif
ornia would manage the Nebraska Campaign for Senator Johnson,
Frank Corrick, Nebraska "Bull Moose" Manager, levelled the
charge of "carpetbagger" against him*

In his reply Harrison

^Arthur Sears Henning in Omaha Morning World Herald, Oct.4,1923*
^Editorial in Omaha Morning Bee, Sept*20, 1923#
6Omaha Morning World Herald, Nov.16, 1923*

said that he was a Nebraska taxpayer*?

Later, Frank Hitch

cock, Johnson’s national Campaign Manager, met with Harri
son in Omaha*

A few days after this meeting, C. E. Sandall,

delegate-at-large to the Republican National Convention In
1920, was named the head of the Hiram Johnson campaign in
Nebraska*
On February 15, the Omaha World Herald printed a let
ter from Senator Johnson In which he attacked the Mellon
Tax Bill and Coolidge for supporting it, as well as the
President’s opposition to the bonus*

Earlier, the Senator

had declared in an address to a Cleveland audience that
such payments were an obligation because of promises made
by Republican leaders*8

The letter also Intimated that

Coolidge was responsible in part for the Teapot Borne Scan
dal*
Johnson visited Nebraska to speak in both Lincoln and
Omaha on February IS, 1924*

He returned on March 24 and

remained until March 2? in order to speak at the Omaha City
Auditorium*

In this series of addresses, he condemned

Coolidge for associating with the men who perpetrated the
scandals of the Harding era; for poor enforcement of the
prohibition laws; for favoring the Mellon Tax Plan; and for
opposing the veterans’ bonus.9

During this second visit

^Omaha Morning World Herald, Dec.19, 1923*
8Ibid.. Jan*4, 1924*
9lbid*, Febr.19, 1924*

to the state, Senator Johnson also spoke in Fremont, Falls
City, and Hastings.

Frank A. Harrison accompanied the can

didate to the state.

Senator George W* Morris had aided

Senator Johnson in a similar venture in 1920.
Perhaps these speeches in Nebraska aided Johnson in
gaining a, margin of 1743 votes over President Coolidge in
the South Dakota Primaries.

As a result of the victory in

South Dakota the Californian’s managers were more confident
of victory in Nebraska.

They asserted that the farm vote

alone would assure the President’s defeat.’*-® 80 certain
were they of this that they advocated state preference dele
gates elected at large instead of election by districts as
preferred by Ooolldge’s supporters.
Leslie M. Shaw, a former Governor of Iowa and Secretary
of the Treasury under Theodore Roosevelt, spoke in Omaha on
March 21, attacking Senator Johnson as a "bolshevik from
California*"^

He had nothing but praise for the Coolidge

administration.

The managers of the President’s campaign

declared that their confidence in Coolidge winning was based
on the expectation that ninety per cent of the women would
favor h im , ^
Congressional
Interest in the Congressional races centered around
3-Oomaha Morning ?/or!d Herald, Jan.4 , 1924.
i:LXbid., March 27, 1924.
12
Ibia.. March 6, 1924.

George W* Norris* chances of reflection as Senator should
his health permit him to run.

His renomination urns general*-

ly admitted to he only a matter- of-’filing*

He m s quoted

as saying that the other candidates would withdraw if he
13
decided to ran*"
Senator Harris announced in fanaary, 1924, that- he
would again accept the candidacy "against his wishes*
However* he remained in Washington instead of returning to
Nebraska to take part in the primary campaign and asserted
that he would continue to oppose the party whenever he
thought it was wrong
Harrisf decision to seek reelection was encouraged by
A* O# Sorensen* He bra ska Attorney-General-ana Walter Head,
Omaha banker*

fhese party leaders counted on the Senator's

popularity to increase the Republican vote*
Other party members were not so anxious to have Norris
renominated*

Republican party funds were used' to aid the earn**

paign of Charles H. Sloan* Geneva*

Harris■In turn showed his

disregard of regularity by announcing his preference for
Hiram Johnson over Calvin Coolidge*^
HIDCE&fiO
Nebraska Democrats centered their pre-primary interest
^Omaha Morning World Herald*. March 27* 1924*
U l b i d *. fan*27* 1924*
15Ibld.. Apr.6, 1924.
Abel V. Sbotwell, Republican National Committeeman,In interview
July 20, 1948.

on three men:

William G. Me Ado o of California, Alfred TU

Smith, Governor of Hew York, and Governor Charles W* Bryan
of Nebraska*
William CK MoA&oo
Mr. Me Ad oo, Secretary of the Treasury under Woodrow
Wilson- and a prominent figure at the Democratic National
Convention of 1920,, was recognized as "a good bet" by
Gilbert M* Hitchcock, publisher of the Omaha World Herald*
In a statement released before the 1924 convention, he ad
ded that McAdoo would not necessarily receive his support*^7
The former Secretary of the Treasury told Omahans that he
was in the presidential race when a group of local Demo
cratic women met him at the train In November, 1923.
Governor Bryan had made the statement that no one con
nected with President Wilson’s administration or the issues
of the war could carry the West.^9

gj January 6, 1924, how

ever, he had evidently come to believe that the sentiment
among the Democrats in the state favored McAdoo.

He ex

plained that Nebraska and the ¥/est had voted down the League
of Nations once, and he had feared that the nomination of
any man identified with the Wilson administration would en
danger the success of all Democratic candidates.^0
3*7omaha Moralm

World Herald, July 12, 1923.

xaIbid., Nov.16, 1923.
l9|bid.? Dec,20, 1923*
20ibid., Jan*6, 1924.

Bryan,

13
who was © candidate for reelect!on as Governor, now appeared
to believe that Democrats in Nebraska did not accept these
conclusions*
Perhaps the sharpest blow to McAdoo.’s campaign was the
revelation that he had been retained by the Doheny Oil in
terests*

He met the issue squarely by demanding a hearing

before a Congressional investigating committee#

His state

ment to the committee that he had no connection with or
knowledge of the illegal transactions was generally accepted*
When he stopped in Omaha on March 21, he asserted that the
21
Teapot Dome Scandal was entirely a Republican affair*
The Republicans in Nebraska welcomed the implication
of a prominent Democrat in the oil scandals*

They countered

the clamor for Attorney General Daugherty’s, resignation with
demands that McAdoo be recalled by the Congressional Committee
for further questioning*

They charged that chairman Thomas

J, Walsh, of the Investigating committee, had covered up
wrongdoing by Democrats, in fact, they charged that It had
been partisan in its work.22

Leading Nebraska Democrats,

however, seemed willing to accept the decision of a party
gathering on February IS, 1924, in Chicago that McAdoo was
still a proper candidate.
Dr. Jennie Califas, Omaha physician and National Demo
cratic Committeewoman from Nebraska, asserted that Mr. Me2^0maha Morning World Herald, March 22, 1924*
2^Editorial in Omaha Morning World Herald, March 4, 1924*

Adoo’s name was the one most frequently mentioned as a like
ly candidate at a regional meeting of Democratic National
Committeewomen in St* Louis in November2*^ and at the January
meeting of the National Democratic Committee in Washington
D* C.24
In February, McAdoo announced his platform.

In this

he attacked corruption In Washington and proposed that an
international conference be called to meet in -the national
capital to discuss means of promoting peace and reducing
armaments.

He also advocated the repeal of the Fordney-

MeCumber Tariff Act; the reduction of railroad rates; a
more vigorous enforcement of the Eighteenth Amendment; tax
reduction by a plan other than that proposed by Andrew Mel
lon; the reform and reorganization of the Veterans’ Bureau;
the payment of the veterans’ bonus; and the ratification
of the Child Labor Amendment.2^
Arthur Mullen, Omaha attorney; expressed one Midwestern
view of Candidate McAdoo thus:
"In his work as secretary of the Treasury,
McAdoo had shown a liberalism which satisfied
Western standards. He was in so many ways a
satisfactory candidate that his supporters were
willing to overlook his connection with the
Doheny Oil companies, although I, as a lawyer,
felt that no lawyer had a right to desert his
client In a crucial time, as McAdoo had done,
for the sake of his own ambition; but out of
23omaha Morning World Herald. Nov. 16, 1923.
2^Ibld.. Jan.20, 1924.
25Ibld:. Febr.19, 1924.

belief that he represented the desire of the
liberals in the party I agreed, early in 1924,
to become his manager in N e b r a s k a ."26
Alfred B> Smith
Among Nebraskans Alfred B. Smith, Governor of New
York, was recognized as a strong candidate for the nomina
tion.

To be successful, however, he would have to over

come strong Western and Southern antagonism to him because
of his attitude on the liquor question and his affiliation
with the Roman Catholic Church.
When the New York Governor signed an act repealing
the Prohibition Enforcement Laws for New York State, and
when he appealed to the various states for a more precise
definition of intoxicating beverages, Dr. Jennie Califas
sent him a telegram saying he had buried himself while
trying to resurrect state rights*

"He stood on the verge

of greatness," she declared,2^ for she had considered Smith
the type of liberal candidate that the Democrats should
nominate.2** Governor Smith later mad© a plea for enforce
ment of dry laws until such time as they could be modified.
Charles W, Bryan
It was common knowledge among Nebraskans that Governor
Charles W. Bryan, the younger brother of the Great Commoner,
William Jennings Bryan, would be a candidate for reelection
Arthur Mullen, Western Democrat, p ,241.
2?Omaha Morning World Herald, June 8, 1923.
f^Dr. Califas was an active member of the Woman’s Christian
utemperanee TJnlon/\

as Governor.

Is' addition he let it fee known that ha had

presidential aspirations.
In speaking before a Joint meeting of the Nebraska
Progressive Party and the Nebraska farmer*'s Union, in
Omaha November 20, 1923 j he advocated higher excess profits
and surtaxes; tariff redaction; a redaction in- freight rates;
a redaction in coal prices; a M a more strict prohibition
law enforcement*

He also voiced his opposition to entangling

■alliances, and favored a national referendumbefore Congress
could declare

w a r .2 9

Jjtt-yanta presidential candidacy was not considered
seriously by NebraskansT] Els grasp of details of state govern*
meat- made him, a competent governor*
tremely popular*.

However, he was not ex*

Members of both parties questioned his at*

tempt to be a candidate for both offices*^
THUD M W T
Dissension in the ranks of "the Hepubliean Party was
probably responsible for the"early talk of a third party
movement*

This was encouraged and exploited at every op*

portunity by the Democratic press’*' They tried to see in
every political event some reason for believing that the
Republican Party would be hopelessly divided*

-The prospect

2% m a h a M&tnlm World Herald* Nov. 21, 1923*
3°Intervlew Inly 15, 1948 with Edward Morrow, Assistant Editor,
Omaha World Herald* and a reporter for the Lincoln Star In
1924*
’~
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of a significant third party, it was generally agreed, de
pended upon the action of Senator Bobert M. LaFollette of
Wisconsin,

He said there wo aId be no third party if either

major party nominated a liberal,31

He entered his name in

only the Wisconsin presidential primary where he received
twice as many votes as President Coolidge,

^

Senators Norris

and Howell, of Nebraska, it was widely believed, would
support the Wisconsin Senator if he allowed himself to be
nominated by a progressive group.
On luly 6, 1923, a Federated Farmer Labor Party was
organized in Chicago*

This party announced a platform

which was called "too red, communistic and bolshevik [sicj
for even the radical state of Wisconsin*w

It advocated

national ownership of resources and utilities; veterans’
bonus payment through the imposition of inheritance tares
.and other levies on wealth; a nation %vide system of social
insurance; national minimum wage laws; a national plan of
maternity insurance; and increased control of industry by
w o r k e r s

.32

was reported two weeks later that the

National Non-partisan League was planning to affiliate with
the Farmer-Labor party.

In October, 1923, the National

Convention of the American Federation of Labor, meeting in
Portland, Oregon, reaffirmed Its traditional policy by
voting against any political action as a third party.
3^omaha Morning World Herald* luly 28, 1923
32Ibid.. July 6, 1923.

He bra ska, and particularly Omaha, seems to -have been
regarded as a suitable place to propose ideas of political
revolt.

Harley Nickerson of Milwaukee, Tic©-President of

the International Association of Machinists, speaking at
a Labor Bay Picnic in Krug Park, Omaha, told his audience
that the laboring class of the country could not expect
anything beneficial from President Coolidge. ^

Eugene V.

Debs, Socialist Presidential Nominee in 1920, spoke in the
Omaha City Auditorium October 10, 1923*

He praised Soviet

Russia and proclaimed confidently that socialism would
eventually come to the United States.

Peter Mehrens, Omaha

real ©state operator, and later a member of the Omaha Board
of Education, presided at this

m e e t i n g , 34

The so-called Progressives announced November 19, 1923
that they would meet In either St. Paul or Minneapolis on
May 30, 1924 to choose candidates for President and Vice
President*

The meeting was later postponed in order to

follow the Republican National Convention*

This was done

with the idea of nominating Robert M, LaFollette if, as
was expected, President Coolidge were renominated.
The confusion in the ranks of the third party movement
was demonstrated at the joint meeting of the Nebraska Pro*
gressive Party and Nebraska Farmer’s Union in Omaha, Novem
ber 20-22, 1923.

The Reverend lames L. Beebe, pastor of ,

Omaha Morning World Herald, Sept.4, 1923.
3^lbid., Oct.11, 1923.

Grace Evangelical Church, Omaha, and Chairman of the Nebraska
Progressive Party presided*

At this meeting William E. Borah,

Robert M* LaPollette, and Henry Ford were endorsed, whereas
at the very same time, another group, the "American Economic
League” was meeting in Omaha, and they endorsed only Ford*
During the previous summer a movement had been launched
to place Henry Ford in the White House either by way of a
third party or as the Democratic nominee*

Mr. Ford’s vague

statement that he might accept the nomination from either
party but would not be bound by a platform drawn by others
was enough to make a third party his only possible means of
being nominated*35

The movement seems to have been based in

the Midwest and particularly in Nebraska*

Roy Harr op, Omaha

mining engineer, took the lead in filing petitions to place
Ford’s name on the Progressive ballot.
Mr. Ford acknowledged the filing on October 11, 1923,
by not asking to have his name withdrawn.

However, on Octo

ber 30, his secretary stated that Ford would not be a candi
date because he believed that he could be more useful to the
country as a private citizen*

Harrop declared that he would

continue his efforts in Ford’s behalf sinee the Secretary had
"hoodwinked his employer."

He stated further that the auto

mobile manufacturer did not know the amount of sentiment in
his favor.^

At about the same time, Ford released a state-

•^Editorial in Omaha Morning ^orid Heraid, Oct. 26, 1923.
36
Omaha Morning World Herald, Oct.31, Dec.3, 1923*

2©
meat to the prase that the country was safe with Coolidge#
this disarmed the progressives who were planning to m e
him in order to capitalize on popular dissatisfaction and
caused the Bemooratio Press to -stote that Ford was ’’back
where he belongs97 with "the party of big business *^7

y

A convention of the People*a Progressive Party held in

Omaha, Fauna ry 31, 1924# nominated' Robert B# Pointer of
Bearborn, Michigan for President and Boy Harr op, who was
Nebraska Chairman and national Committeeman of the group,
for Tice President#

The party's purpose was declared to

be "war-on the money interests;" repeal of the Federal
Reserve Act; direct loans of money by the government at
three per cent; direct election of the president;- payment
of a veterans* bonus; a discontinuance in the issuance of
government bonds; a provision' for a popular referendum as
a condition for declaring war; independence for the Philip**
pine Islands; a provision for a national Initiative and
referendum on-all laws;■ and development of rivers and bar*
b a r s .3 8

A group of progressives meeting February 12, 1924, in
St# louis named a national committee to convene in Cleveland,
Fuly 4, with delegates representing various farm, labor, and
political organisations#
u n aw

i

This meeting, known as the Conference

n n * . . * «ini w n»»##»#■*»#»«»« »n irm a w m w r

E d i t o r i a l In Omaha Morning
^ Ornaha Morning Bee, Febr*!,
Soy H a r r o p T u i y ^ O , 1948*
Ford supported third party

m/ i

r#imi #.■;[■»■■i ^ #11iiinuwiiipw»h —

World Herald, Dec #20, 1923*
1924# Confirmed by interview with
Harr op also declared that Henry
movements by financial contributions#

21

for Progressive Political Action, was the one which nominated
Robert M. LaFollette as a candidate for President*
Charles w* Bryan’s experience as a candidate for Covernor on the Progressive Party ticket farther illustrates the
disunited character of those elements in Nebraska*

On Febru

ary 9,' 1924, It was announced that petitions had been filed
by members of the Progressive Party in order to secure the
nomination of Bryan for Governor.
support.

He accepted the Progressive

However, on February 22, at a convention of the

party in Grand Island, there was a clamour for the removal
of Bryan's name from the Progressive ballot.

William B.

Green, employee of the Omaha Street Department, and Fxecutive Secretary of the Nebraska Progressive Party, and the
Reverend James L. Beebe, Omaha minister, were the leaders in
this rebellion within the party.

It was expected that a

court decision would be necessary to settle the conflict.
Governor Bryan, who had been on the Progressive Party's
ballot in the 1922 election still claimed to have the sup
port of that party, however, the Grand Island meeting nomina
ted Edward Sughroue, Indianola farmer.( George I. Hodge.of
Genoa, Nebraska Farmer’s Union leader, criticized this meet
ing since it was not an official convention of the party.
He said that the petitions which had been filed earlier re
presented more members of the party than did the convention.^9
The affair was further complicated when the Secretary of State
390maha Morning World Herald, Febr.24, 27, 1924,

Charles Boole* announced that Sughroue refused to accept
the party endorsement as evidence of his intent to seek
election,

Thereforef the Governor*s name still appeared

on the Progressive Party ballot,

The following day Poole

reversed himself, saying that Sughroue had accepted the
endorsement within the prescribed five days and that his
name would appear on the ballot as the Progressive nominee
for Governor,

A suit brought by State Senator W* «T# Taylor,

Merna cattle rancher, to have Bryan*s name strikes from
the ballot was w i t h d r a w n , S u g h r o u e refused to withdraw
his name so that both he and Governor Bryan remained as
Progressive Party candidates, ■ During this period of con
troversy the four Hailroad Brotherhoods In Hebraaka went
on record in opposition to a third party in the state*
They agreed to support .Governor Bryan for reelection...

m i m m bespits
At the polls April 8, 1924,' the Bepublloama of the
state expressed their preference for Calvin Coolidge over
Hiram Johnson, 79,676, to 45,032.
There either was not as much anti-CooIidge sentiment
as Senator lohnsonfs managers had believed* or the Pro
gressives did not recognise the .Californian as one of their
group.

This defeat in Nebraska plus losses in the primaries

in Michigan and Illinois convinced Johnson that he could not
4°0maha Morning World Herald. Maroh 11,12,22,1924.
U a . E» Sheldon, Nebraska. The land and the People.pp.1012-1014
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successfully combat the Ooolidg© forces*
George W* Norris was the overwhelming choice as Republican candidate for reelection as United States Senator,
receiving 71,974 votes to 30,768 for Charles B. Sloan and
15,970 for Fred G. Johnson.^

Norris* renomination was in

terpreted as meaning that he still held the confidence of
the people, and as a farther indication of the people*a
repudiation of the Republican administration in Washington*
Former Congressman Sloan, a resident of Geneva, claimed
that the "bloc system of Ku Klux Flan, pro-Germans, rail
road rate boosters, and non-Bepublicans who voted for Nor
ris beat him*”

Attorney General C* A* Sorensen was ir

ritated by this statement and replied that he and Senator
*
\
Norris were in better standing with the party than Sloan
since Senators Capper of Kansas, Borah of Idaho, and Howell
3

of Nebraska, all had endorsed Senator Norris and the Re
publican voters had nominated him*

Claiming that Norris

had received the Negro and Catholic vote, Sorensen said
he didnft believe the Ku Klux H a n could be given all of
the credit or blame for his renominat ion*k3
In spite of this exchange of views the lack of 111
feeling was so noticeable that it was said, "Nebraska has
not held an election in years in which less of acrimony
was noted*^
4^a . B* Sheldon, Nebraska, The Land and the Beople,pp♦1012-1014♦
^ Lincoln Star. April 11, 12, 1924.

university of

^Editorial ia Omaha Moral as Bee. April 10, 1924.

o m a h a library
''A, '.
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file Democrats of the state wrote ia William &, MeAdooVs
name to give him 9,342 votes ia the preferential primary#
Charles W# Bryan received 1,497, W* 3\ Bryan 1,898* Henry
ford, 1,170,'

Only Fordfs name- appeared on the ballot. fhe

Democratic Vice-Fre sident ial totals showed William' 0* McAdoo,
224, Charles W#'Bryan, 43* Crilbert II* Hitchcock, X$5\k$*
Since all these were write-in votes, it wasquite a tribute
to MoAdoo’s popularity. 'Aooording:;to ?ames la,.wrens©, M i t o r

of" the lineoln Star, MbAdee was undoubtedly the choice' of pro*
gressive Nebraska Democrats
fhe Progressive Party*a voters gave Henry ford 1,,
votes "and Robert M* lafollett© 312 -in. the Presidential pre
ferential vote :while'lohn 1# fhomas, former County Attorney
of Seward County, received 906 vote© compared, with 153 for
Senator Norris in the Progressive Party* s Senatorial con
test,
the progressive gubernatorial contest was decided thus;
Charles w* Bryan'received 1,329 votes, and Edward Sughroue
365* - Governor Bryan was also renominated by the Democrats
and the Republicans chose Adam McMullen of v/ymore as their
nominee for Covermerv

^Sheldon, op.eit,, p,10l2*
^Interview July 21, 1948.
Wsbeldon, °£* olt., pp.1012-1013.

fhe Republican Party
p

Nebraska Republicans met in Lincoln May 1, 1924, for
their state convent ion# 'Arthur I# Weaver,^ falls City
fruit grower, was the‘keynote speaker*.

All Republican

nominees# including Senator Norris, !wer© endorsed*

-

A

resolution to withhold''support of Norris would .have been'
introduced but for the intervention of Adam McMullen, the
party*a nominee for Governor#

He hoped for party harmony

and Horrls* cooperation in the campaign.2

Harry B. Saekett,

Beatrice attorney,"was selected to head the Nebraska Re
publican campaign*
A controversy between Norris and some of the party
leaders in'the state was stimulated'when the Senator noti
fied the state Central Committee by letter that he would
not support the entire Republican ticket, even though both
he and the others had been, endorsed by the state convention.
Be attacked the practice of voting by party and stated that
he favored abolition of the party circle*

Friends advised

Norris to- remember that repudiation of the state*0 Republi
can Presidential choice-would be a repudiation of the statefs
^Arthur tT. Weaver was Chairman of the Nebraska Constitution
Convention of 1920 and Governor-of Nebraska 1929-31* Archi
bald F* Weaver of Falls City was also active in the Republi
can Party in Nebraska*
20maha Morning World Herald* May 13* 1924* Confirmed by interview wltFRSbeTFsiitbTcIork of District Court, Douglas
County, Fuly 19, 194&*

voters*

He declared, however, that he had voted to over

ride the Presidents veto and would not say he had been
wrong to do so*
This caused some regular Republicans to threaten to
remove the senators name from the Republican ballot.

They

secured an opinion from *Fudg© william It. McCain, Fremont,
endorsing the legality of such a proceeding.

Defying such

a move, Kerris suggested a "recall primary” to determine his
right to a place on the ballot*

There was no legal pro

vision for such a recall primary election, a fact Harris un
doubtedly knew. 3
Senator Howell pointed out that Herris sent a telegram
In which he stated his intention to support some Republican
nominees.

Norris claimed that he could be a Republican with

out supporting Coolidge.^

He further stated that he didn’t

intend the letter to be published, and that he had not yet
openly opposed the ticket.5
The Democratic Party
Former Senator Gilbert M. Hitchcock, publisher of the
Omaha World Herald, was temporary chairman and keynote
speaker of the Nebraska Democratic convention held in Omaha
May 1, 1924

Governor Bryan’s address to the convention of

one thousand delegates called for a definite stand on national
3omaha Morning World Herald, May 9,10,11,20, 1924.
4Ibid.« May 14, 1924.
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i s s u e s * a d v o c a t e d that the Federal Reserve Boardfs de
flation policy be reversed; an excess profits tax be re
stored and high Income bhxes levied; the Bsch-Cummins
Transportation Act regulating railroad operation be re
pealed; the McNary-Haugen Bill to maintain high prices for
farm products be passed; the prohibition laws be strictly
*•

i

\

enforced; a bill to pay the veterans* bonus be passed; and
the United States eiater the league of Motions with stipulations to prevent entangling alliances

£* I

The last three proposals were included in the state
platform*

Republican dishonesty, the high tariff and

existing tax laws were also denounced*?
The Progressive Party
The Nebraska Progressive Party also held its conven
tion in Omaha, May 1*

The party leaders declared that the

names of men who were Democratic nominees could not appear
on the Progressive ticket even though nominated by the
Progressive Party voters in the primary*

This was an in*

dication of an essential difference of opinion in third
party ranks*

There were some who wanted to elect Pro

gressives to office with the aid of the old parties; while
others preferred to have no connection with the old parties
even though it would result in failure to elect a single
member of the Progressive Party.
^Omaha Morning World Herald, May 2, 1924*
% * S . WPA, Nebraska, Nebraska Party Platforms 1856-1940,
pp.419-23.
~
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The convention authorised a change of name so as to
conform to 'Whatever nan© the Parmer-labor meeting in 8t*
Paul in June might adopt* The party announced a platform
which favored government control of railroads and public
utilitiesI a child labor amendment; assistance on long
terms to'.renters and home owners;- abolition of the Federal
Reserve System; and reorganisati on of the league of Nations *
The executive committee which was chosen included the
Reverend James 1* Beebe, Omaha minister* W* H* Green, Omaha ,

city employee, Charles A*- McDonald, Omaha carpenter, John If# '
Paul* Harvard, farmer. Ball- Cr* Siolley, Grand Island farmer
and stockman, JohxrO# Schmidt, Wahao oil dealer, and- w* J*
Taylor, Merna stockman*^
THE BBHJBIXCAN NATIONAL CONVEX ION

i-

-When the Republican National Convention met In Cleve

land, June 10, 1924, Calvin Ooolidge's nomination was con
sidered a certainty.#

With William Butler, Boston, attorney

as his manager, the President was said to be dictating all
policies and procedure at the convention*^
As early as February, 1924,' Hiram, Johnson had 'criti
cised President Codiidge for giving. Georgia', Mississippi,
Louisiana, and South Carolina fifty-four votes in the con
vention*10

C. Bascom Slemp, the President's personal sec-

%*S.WFA, Nebraska, Nebraska Party Platforms 1838-194Q
■p*423-■*
t o . A y r e s , ^Behind Coolite©?Butler,” In The New Republic*

June 10,1924, 39s96-0*
"
100maha Morning World Herald* Febr*I5, 1924#
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rotary, is given credit for this move*^

The Republican

convention of 1920 had directed the national Committee to
adopt a just and equitable plan of representation within
the following twelve months*
this order. ^

The committee complied with

However, Coolidge, without legal authority,

ordered the return to the traditional system of representa
tion for the announced reason that northern negroes would
be offended*13

The Credentials Committee at the convention

approved the seating of negro delegations from Mississippi
and Georgia and admitted the Puerto Rican Delegation over
the protest of the Louisiana delegation**^
The Rules Committee voted to give women equal repre
sentation on the Rational Committee*

This was far more

i

liberal than the action taken by the Rational Committee
the previous winter, when women were made associate mem
bers without the power to vote*
were active at the convention.

Nebraska and Iowa women
They planned to introduce

a proposal for adherence to the world Court*
Coolidge *s influence was shown when the keynote
speaker, Congressman Theodore 1* Burton of Ohio, spent
considerable time praising the President and pointing out
^Slemp had represented Virginia in Congress, 1909-1923* He
was respected for his understanding of Republican Party
politics in the South*
^% h © Hew York Times* June 8,9,1921, cited by Sait, American
Parties and Bieoti'ons. p.3,69*
^ % h © Hew York Times, Dec.12*13.1923, cited by Sait, op.eit..

p *56?;

'~

^ O m a h a Morning world Herald* June 11, 1924.

■

—

that "the people***and all-the people have confidence in ■
Calvin Ooolldge***

Ha claimed that the people supported the

President when he opposed the Congress, on matters dealing ■.
with immigration* taxation* the'bonus* and the; World Court#
The ©unvsntiouis permanent chairman, Congressman frank Mon*
dell of Wyoming, called for a regular Republican Congress
tu support the President*^
■Senator George W*'-Harris, did not attend the convention*
His colleague, Senator Howell* incurred the'displeasure, of
the Eehraska delegates'by foiling to pass out the tickets
at the designated time* 'He was also ,tardy in paying his
respects to the Ooolidge headquarters*^
Some members of .the convention wanted to support Coolldge
in definite terms where M s views opposed those of congress.
I*.' B. Oreager* Texas delegate, wanted, an anti-Eu Elux Elan
plank, and threatened to carry, the question to the convention
floor*

The so-called ndry#s* wanted the Eighteenth Amendment

specifically mentioned*

The Association' Against the .BroMbi^

Cion Amendment wanted a modification plank*' Delegates from
the western state's wanted a farm price parity plank
Senator Howell proposed a plank on'agricultural relief’
as followar
^Official. Eeoort of the Proceedings mmmm
of the Eighteenth Reimbllcan
*»mm
National ConventTom Burton*a address, pp.lylj/# Monaell'a
address j
" ,
^Omahe Morning World Herald. June 10, 1924*
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*£110 persistent,surplus of American f arm
products, resulting in lower prices therefor,
at liom© as well as abroad has reduced the agri
cultural industry to such extremities as to ren
der legislative relief imperative#
"We recognise the justice of the farmer’s
claim that, compared with world standards, he Is
entitled to as high'prices for his products and
efforts, relatively, as are enjoyed by our pro
tected manufacturers and labor.
"therefore, respecting such products consumed
at home, we pledge the republican £sic)party to en
act such legislation as shall afford the farmer
United States prices for what;he sells, inasmuch
as he must pay United states prices for what he
buys#"
Howell later said that Nebraska "got nothing" at the
convention, evidently feeling that the plank he offered
was not seriously considered#

Frank Reavis, former Con

gressman from Falls City, Nebraska, was a member of the
committee that drafted the platform#

Senator Rowell was

also dissatisfied with the platform’s provisions on the
bonus and taxation*

However, he said that he could sup

port Coolidge even though he disagreed with him#

A

lower tariff was needed, he believed, but he feared that
It would bring a panic If enacted.18
?/hen the platform was reported to the floor of the
convention, only the twenty-eight Wisconsin delegates and
six from North Dakota voted against its adoption#

The

platform proposed by the Wisconsin delegation was read to
the convention and given a hearing with interrupt! ons coming
chiefly from the galleries#

The introduction and rejection

Omaha Morning World Herald, June 12,13, 1924#

of the Wisconsin Platform had been 'anticipated for months *

It’
s rejection was expected to. result in the' organisation of
a third party*
the .platform,/ which Coolidge supposedly dictated, was'
not as conservative as anticipated**

It condemned dishonesty

of officials of•both'parties'and the'sale of'influence'after

leaving office*

This was aimed at McMoo*

It favored col

lective bargaining, mediation, and voluntary arbitration,
in much the form that organized labor demanded*

It suggested

the conscription and drafting of resources and services*

This

plank' was demanded by the American legion and opposed by or
ganized labor*

It denounced the league of Nations while

praising some of its activities*

It pledged in general terms

to aid the farmer by promoting diversification of crops and5
cooperative marketing#

It criticized Congress for emphasising

tax reduction rather than tax reform#

The platform omitted

specific mention of either1a veterans’ bonus or"the Ku JClux
Klan.20
As expected, Coolidge "was nominated on the first bal
lot*

$ould Dietz, Omaha lumber dealer, was named a 'member

of the committee to notify him of his nomination*
As his running mate the President first favored former ■

. Ctovernor Frank O* lowden of Illinois because of his act!vities
^ Official Report of. Republican National Convention* pp* 116X2'57"’glves the full text of the platform^rproposeS by the Wis
consin. delegation*
2% I r k -H. Porter,' National Party Platforms* pp*497*513*

in agricultural organizations*

However, lowden, declared,

nX can be of more service to the country through the activi
ties in which X am now .engaged' than I could be' as vicep r e s i d e n t H e was president of hath the Holstein Breeders

Association and the American Dairy Federation*

fhe conven

tion, nevertheless, nominated him on the second ballot and
forced1him to send a formal telegram of refusal*
When the delegates appeared' to favor Senator William

E. Borah, Senator of Idaho.,' Albert F* Beveridge of Indiana,
f produced a telegram in which the- Idahoan announced, * I
am not going to accept the nomination for Vice-President*
Ihe Senator declared that he didn’t want to *fslb mute and be
a figure-head for four long y e a r s , 3

Herbert Hoover* Secre

tary of Commerce, also-. Issued a statement saying'' be would
decline the nomination if offered to him*
At a meeting attended by Secretary Hoover,' Senator
Charles Curtis of Hanses, General Fames G* Bsrbord, Hew Tork,
■
'
.
head of the Radio Corporation of America, secretary of War
John W* ?/eeks, Secretary of the' Interior' Hubert Work, Post
master General Harry S. Hew, Secretary of the Treasury Andrew
Mellon, Senator David lead of Pennsylvania, 0* Baseom Slemp,
the President’s Secretary, and' Nicholas Murray 'Butler, Fresi^ -Official Report of Republican Rational Convention^ p.169#
^Claude 0* Bowers, Beveridge.and.the.Progressive Ira, 'p *599 *
^Claudius 0* Johnson, Borah,of Idaho* p.301*
1*
^Omaha Morning World Heraldt June 12, 1924#

dent of Columbia University, consideration was given to

General Harbord, Mew York, for the nomination.

Among other

delegates- Judge William S» Kenyon of Iowa and senator Curtie were given increasingly favorable and frequent mention,

25

to the roil call for nominations Illinois yielded to
Nebraska.

Albert W. Jefferis, Omaha attorney, nominated

Charles G. Dawes,

Mark W, Woods of Lincoln, a friend of

i

Dawes, from the time the latter had practiced law in Lin
coln, had from the first voiced his preference for the Illi
nois banker,2^

Senator Howell and frank Reavis desired that'

Judge Kenyon be nominated, yet on the roll call Dawes re
ceived all nineteen of .Nebraska'1s. votes.
The Republican press credited the almost unanimous
vote for the President to the nominating speech by Dr.
Marion Leloy Burton, President'of the University of Michigan,
This address portrayed Mr. Coolidge as a .man with "moral
fiber and the epitome of sheer self epatrol*^7
Democratic observers declared that since President
Coolidge had made the Republican party the real Tory party,
the Democrats should be the liberal party with either Wil
liam G. MeAdoo or Alfred JS* Smith as its candidate.

After

Somalia Morning World Herald, June 11, 1924*
^ Official Report of Republican national Convention* pp. 171-172,
reports Jeff erfs * ' aMmss nomiiiallng'1
”'Dawes.
^Burton*s nominating speech is reported in the Official-Report
of the Republican National Convention, pp *134-1!?ST.
"
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Dawes nomination the eomment was:
w*,**the republican party has gained a can
didate for vice-president who fits the head of
the ticket and fits the platform,
"There is no more thorough going conserva
tive, east or west than Dawes**#,He stands for
the same things in politics and government that
Coolidge stands for**28
In a telegram to Mark W* Woods, ‘linooIn, Dawes thanked
the Nebraska delegation for its support and

nomination*^

THE DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION ■
The Platform
The choice of Hew York City as the site for the national
Democratic Convention was regarded by many as the first test
of strength between the leading candidates*

Chicago, St.

Louis, and San Francisco had also entered bids.

The distance

to San Francisco was too great for that city to receive
serious consideration* Then, Chicago withdrew her bid In fav
or of Hew York City, leading to a decision to meet in the
east coast

city.

fered #205,000*

30

Both Chicago and Hew York City had of

Even though McAdoo was said to favor a west

ern city, the committee declared the choice was of no signifi
cance*^^
As the convention assembled In Madison Square Garden,
2%ditorials in Omaha Morning WorId Herald, lane 9,14,1924*
29iiincoln star* June 14, 1924.
3°San Francisco was host to the 1920 Democratic National Con
vention* Hew York City had not been selected since 1868*
^Omaha Morning World Herald, Ian*14,15*16,1924*
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June 24, 192k9 political observers and party leaders realized
that drafting a platform acceptable to all of the factions
would be difficult*

Prohibition, the league of Nations,

farm relief, and the Eu Klux Klan were expected to be most
troublesome*
ment plank,

Prohibition was dealt with by a law enforce
Gilbert M* Hitchcock undoubtedly had farm re

lief in mind when he stated that bread and batter problems
would subordinate other issues.

He probably had hopes of

keeping the Elan and league issues off the floor of the con
vent! on, for it was already reported that there would be
minority reports concerning these issues,32
Mr, Hitchcock was a member of the platform 0ommittee;

^

Tom Allen, Lincoln attorney, was on the Rules Committee;■and '
George O ’Malley, Greeley furniture dealer and undertaker,
on the Committee on Permanent Organization.
held by Nebraskans were:

,
(
Other positions '

Eugene 0*Sullivan, Omaha attorney,

j

and Charles A* Lord, Lincoln automobile dealer, members of

j

the committees to notify presidential and vice-presidential

;

nominees, respectively*

K* C* Knutson, State Banking Com-

J

missioner, was an Assistant Sergeant at Arms, and Charles
Kelpin, Omaha, was a Doorkeeper*

^

At its winter meeting the National Committee had urged
that one-half of the convention’s Delegates-at-Large be wo
men.

No change in the rule requiring a two-thirds majority

to nominate was proposed*

As the convention met, women

members of the Nebraska delegation demanded one-haIf of the
^Gmaha Morning World Herald, June 26, 28, 29, 1924*

J

votes, but seating arrangements left no room for them with
their respective, delegations*
The majority report of the Platform Committee proposed
a referendum on the membership of the Halted States In the
League of Nations*

William Randolph Hearst had mended M s

feud with Governor Al Smith, and was asking for a denuncia
tion of the League of Nations in return for his support of
the Democratic Party*

His twenty-three newspapers warned

the party leaders editorially not to let their admiration
of Woodrow Wilson lead them to endorse the League of Na
tions*

Senator Fat Harrison of Mississippi, the keynote

speaker, made, a .bid for anti-League. support when he advocated
abandoning a principle if it meant winning the election, saylng, "Winning is not wicked.

Strategy is no sin."33 .

Newton D* Baker of Ohio, Woodrow Wilson’s Secretary of
War, proposed an unqualified Wilsonian plank, favoring en
trance into the League.

He insisted that the provisions

of the majority plank would lead to nothing*

In a dramatic

speech he declared?
"The Republican party has no foreign policy.
It would be better comport with the dignity and
interest of this great nation to face the question
of international cooperation frankly and manfully*
There is not a substitute for the League of Nations
as an agency working for peace* The League of
Nations never meant and the Democratic party never
favored ’foreign entanglements1 and meddling in *
the domestic affairs of others, or any impairment
of sovereignty**34.
^ official Report of the Proceedings o f 'the Democratic Natlonal
Convention, reports HarrIson’s”speeeh, ppT?-257
*
3^Ibld.. p.246.
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He demanded that the Democratic Party favor League mem
bership under such conditions as might seem appropriate to
our constitution*
*■>

Tonuer Senator Hitchcock,of Nebraska bad proposed the
following plank on the League of Hattons to the Platform
Committee:
"That the democratic party jsiej rejects the
claim by republican leaders that as far as the
United States is concerned the League of Nations
I s a closed incident* We cite the proposal of
President Coolidge to Join the League of Nations
Court of Justice as conclusive proof of the con
tinual growth of sentiment favorable to the League,
and we point to the endorsement of the proposal by
the republican national convention (si<0 as proof
that republican leaders have been forced to com
promise with league sic sentiment*35
"The democratic party (sicj without modifying
its position on this matter is content to leave
it to time and to nonpartisan decision while it
dedicates the energies of the party in this campaign to.the great domestic issues whleh presa
so earnestly for solution*"36
The convention adopted the majority plank thereby re
jecting Baker's plank 742 to 3 5 3 ^ 4 1 1 of Nebraska’s six
teen votes were cast for the majority report.
The conflict over the party’s official position on the
ICu Klux ITlaa mad© the League vote seem a minor issue.

The

three planks proposed were: {!) The naming of the Sian-as
an undesirable organization.

(2)

A proposal favoring re-

35The Omaha newspapers of 1924 often failed to capitalize the
names of political parties and other words commonly con
sidered proper nouns•
36Omaha Morning World Herald, June 24* 1924.

llgious freedom but not denouncing the Elan by name*

W* J.

Bryan favored this stand. (3) A denunciation of the Elan
which traced the movement historically from 1856 to 1924*
Senator Underwood of Alabama proposed this

p l a n k

*37

Leaders realised that the issue could wreck the con
vention*solution*

However, they■continued to search for an-acceptable
Smith backers hoped to show that McAdoo was the

idol of the Elan, while M c a & do men planned to release dele
gates during the vote on the Elan plank in order to avoid
this charge* ‘ 'J* F* J* O ’Connor of North Dakota-in seconding
MeA&oo’s nomination attacked the K l a a * ^
Arthur Mullen of Omaha, in an interview with a reporter
of the New fork florid* said that he favored a plank against.
organizations which take the law into their own hands openly
or in secret*3$

Hitchcock-made a similar statement.: In

retrospect, Mullen wrote: "In spite of economic and finan
cial ■■conditions, in spite of the growing -need' of'the'West
for definite political action upon these, we went into
the 1924 campaign hog-tied-by a question .of bigotry-that
didn’t need to be there at all*"^
National Committeeman Mullen blamed both the Smith and
McAdoo factions for the party rending struggle that featured
Omaha Morning World Herald, June ■2.8, 1924♦
3^Official Proceedings of Democratic National Convention* p .189•
^Editorial in Omaha Morning World Herald, -june 4, 1924*
^Arthur Mullen, Western Democrat* p.239*
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the convention.

Having accepted the chairmanship of Me**

Adoo*s campaign in Hebraska, he advised his candidate to
openly oppose the Klan.

'The Eebraskaa believed such a

statement was absolutely necessary from a Democratic can*
didate, even though Coolidge might dodge the question.
Mullen blamed 'Tom love of 1*0x00 for twice persuading Me Ad 00
to withhold the follovdng statements
**X regret that the exigencies of politics
are such that an effort is being made to involve
me in a controversy over religion, I have stated
repeatedly that I stand squarely upon the consti
tutional provisions that guarantee freedom of re
ligion* freedom of speech and freedom of the right
to peaceable assembly* My attitude with reference
to bigotry and intolerance is well known* I have
always stood for the widest freedom in setters of
religion. My public and private record on this
question is well'khown* I am opposed to any organ
isation or movement that attempts to deprive any
part of our people of their constitutional rights
because of their religion or their nationality*
At Savannah Georgia, March 15* 1924, Me Ado0 had stated
that he stood "four square with respect to every other or
ganization on the immutable questions of freedom of religious
worship, freedom of speech, freedom of the right of peaceable
assembly*"^
pudiation*

fhls was not considered to be a specific re
therefore, as the convention assembled, anti*

MeAd00 forces labeled his non-repudiation as an' indication
of a bond between him and the Klan. This probably weakened
^Arthur Mullen, Western Democrat* p,242*
^Omaha Morning World Herald, March 16, ’1924.
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■Ui& position as the convention was anti-Klan.^
The resolution to mention the Klan by name was pre
sented in a minority report*

Both delegates and spectators

were disorderly during the speaking and Toting on the
question*

At the time of voting the resolution was reported

lost by only one

v o t e *

**4 rhe first announcement gave the re

sult as 542 3/20 to 541 3/30* but a later count gave it as
546.15 to 5 4 1 . 8 5 . Three of the Nebraska delegation voted to
mention the Klan by name in the platf orm while the other
46
thirteen were against'the minority resolution*'
'George O ’Malley,'Nebraska' delegate, called this' vote
tfthe most dramatic moment of any political convention.”
>
The balloting'was conducted at two o’clock Sunday morning*^
The majority report,-not naming the Klan, fallotted a
i.3
^Mullen, op.clt** p*244«
^Official Proceedings of Democratic National Convention* p*333*
^ " T h e Democratic National Convention,** Current History* July.,
1924, 20 s730*3 • Many states'sent'more ffeIega?es^¥o'I
J'lBe con
ventions than they had votes* The division of votes among
the delegates caused such fractional results as occurred
at this time.
*^Two authors, Wilfred E. Binkley in American Political Parties*
p#375, and Prank Kent in The D e y o r a H ^
Ignore!
the official result and reports? W*¥STlost by one vote which
was the general belief at the time*
47

Interview with George O ’Malley, Collector of Internal Revenue,
Omaha, July 19, 1948*
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subcommittee resolution to name the Klan*

It had been a-

dopted in committee eight to three, with Senator David
Walah of Massachusetts, ,Newton D, Baker of Ohio, and Joseph
A* Kellogg of New York in the minority*

the latter two

weye under Instruct!oaa to vote as they d i d > 8
Both Smith’s and McAdoo*s backers claimed the vote had
>

eliminated the other candidate*

Both groups agreed that the

question had been settled without a party split *

They were

concealing their real attitudes, however, for they were
determined to fight to the end#

One political commentator

said that Smith, Brennan of Illinois, Hague of New Jersey*
and David I* Walsh of Massachusetts, all of whom were Catho
lics, determined to die in.the ditch before they would per\vv .■
mit McAdoo to be nominated*^ At the same time the antiKlan group* by their animosity during debate on the Klan
plank, aroused in McAdoo*s supporters a determination to
prevent Governor Smith’s nomination if at all possible*50
The Balloting
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The vote on the Klan plank in the party platform was
a test of strength for both the Smith and

McAdoo

forces*

The outcome convinced each candidate that he would win
when ’’favorite sons*1 were deserted in a rush for the winner’s
band wagon*

The "favorite sons" were*i at+ the.1same time* led

4%maha Morning World Herald, June 2?, 1924#
4^Kent, op.cit*, p*492.
5%maha Morning World Herald, Jane 30, 1924#

to believe that neither of the two major contenders could
master the required two-thirds vote for the nomination*
Accordingly, most of them refused to withdrew their-names
In the hope that a deadlock would bring a rush of votes to
them*
McAdoo* with a near ma jority of the pledged delegates
and having additional enthusiastic supporters, held the ad
vantage through the first eighty-six ballots*:

Before the

convention assembled, his supporters had considered fight
ing the two-thirds rule*

Kealissing that such a move would

be violently contested, they decided not to try such strategy*
Having been a candidate since 1922* Mr* McAdoo was held in
exaggerated fear by th© Hast as a radical*

Yet, he was

favored by "drys" in both the West and South*

Smith was

backed by the "wets" and "big business* interests of the
Bast for the express purpose of preventing McAdoofs nomina
tion*^ James m * C ox of Ohio* Democratic nominee in 1920 was
also opposed to McAdoo for his silence on the league and
Klan Issues*'*2 Before the balloting began they conceded Mc
Adoo 600 votes*

However, they held that even if he re

ceived that number on the early roll calls* this would not
foreshadow his nomination*^
McAdoofs high mark was 530 votes* received July 4* ten
5•'•Kent, OP ♦

** P*464*

52James M* Cox, Journey Through My Years, p.324*
SiDavId Lawrence in the Omaha Morning World Herald, June 25*
1924.
‘ '

days after the convention opened#
ballot*

This was the sixty-ninth

His campaign managers tried for four ballots to-

secure Virginia-is twenty-four votes* but that delegation
continued in support of Senator Garter Glass*

Barry Flood

Byrd*^ and John Stewart Bryan are credited for withholding
the'support of the. Virginia-delegation, from McAdoo., thus
preventing a possible rush of favorite sons’ votes.55

At

this'point backers 'of A1 Smith ■suggested t-hat the ■two lead
ing candidates address the convention*
McAdoo9s forces*

This was blocked by

Both groups realized the possibility of a

stampede, especially since each candidate had a noisy group
of enthusiastic supporters-in'the gallery*
viously exerting influence on the delegates*

They were.ob
At McAdoo9s.re

quest* the-vote was reconsidered, but Smith refused on the
grounds that he had been insulted.

A resolution was offered

for a closed executive session but with 53S Mendoo votes against the resolution and 551 Smith votes for the resolution
it was

d e f e a t e d *
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p-anklin I). Roosevelt, the Vioe-PrOsl-

dential nominee in 1920* proposed that Smith be permitted to
speak to the convention*
604.57

This proposal was blocked 43? to
,

On the seventy-sixth ballot, July 5# Smith reached a
^ B y r d was chairman of the State Democratic Committee In
Virginia.
5%ent* op.cit., p*494*
^Adoption of any rules change required a two-thirds majority.
^Official Proceedings of Democratic National Convention, t o *
*
-
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new high of 36S votes,

On the .eighty-seventh ballot , July

■7, the, leaders were Smith ^6l|v McAdoo 333|, John ¥, Davis
of" West Virginia 66§, Carter Class of Virginia 71, and
Senator Samuel M, .Halston of Indiana 93*^®

»

■ }Both camps refused" to release pledged delegates*

There

were proposals to abrogate the two-thirds rule; to, move to
another city; and to nominate one president and the other
Vice-President,

However, neither candidate would withdraw

from the Presidential contest-without, the other quitting,
Parthermore, e aph group threatsned to continue the deadlook
to their respective second choices.

After Governor smith

tried to unite-all antl^McAdoo forces in support of Senator
Joe -Bobinsen of Arkansas, a proposal to drop the candidates
with the fewest number of votes was
blocked by the Smith
1
,c

-

. f o r c e s This was the continuous attitude.

Each side had

the necessary strength to block any proposal of. the other group,
William 0,, McAdoo finally^ withdrew from the contest
after leading on the ninety-ninth ballot 353,3 to 353 for
Governor Smith,

He had been advised to do so earlier but

had, asked to be permitted one more drive in order to quit
while leading Smith, The latter had told Eranklin D, Boosevelt that he would withdraw whenever McAdoo did,^°
^Official Proceedings of Democratic national Convention* PP#
m ; T O . —
--------*
59Ibid,, p,802,
^°Omaha Morning World Herald, July 9, 1924,

The Nebraska delegates had gone to the coa^eatIon in
terested in the nomination of a "progressive candidate*11

To most, this meant William 0* McAdoo.

There were a few

exceptions and some who hoped that Governor Charles W.
Bryan might emerge as a dark horse.
himself a supporter of McAdoo.

Bryan had announced

The Omaha World Herald had

continually pointed to McAdoofs strength as an indication
of the Democratic Farty^s 'progressive- complexion.

.How

ever, the Nebraska delegation was reported' opposed to changAl
ing the two-thirds rule.
Charles VI. Bryan was recognized by some as the leader
of the group.

Others predicted that, while Bryan would

attract much attention, Arthur Mullen would really manipu
late from the background* /Mullen had been chosen national
Committeeman in a deal which had william T. Thompson of
Lincoln run for Judge of the Nebraska Supreme Court with no
opposition*

Judge Chester H. Aldrich died and the Governor

had appointed Thompson in April, 1924, to the bench to fill
62
the vacancy.
The Bryan-Mullen rapprochement was supposed
to reunite the party after factional differences of years
duration,^)

'

Governor Bryan stated that Nebraska would not press
an active candidate upon the party.

However, he said that

‘Omaha Horning World Herald, June 18,19,21,1924.
>
'Omaha Mornlna Bee. June 19, 1924* Confirmed by interview
wTEIF*wllltam Hitchie, Omaha, July 23, 194$.
Thompson had defeated Mullen in the contest for National Com
mitteeman in 1920. The straggle between the Hitchcook-Mulien
group and the Bryans for state party control extended back to
1912, /

4?
he wanted to impress the contention with the West’s import
tanee in the coming campaign and the necessity for choosing
&A
a candidate acceptable to that section. ^
Former Senator HHchcock wrote:

"The Democratic party

has now only to declare itself the party of the progressives
of the nation, write a real progressive platform, nominate
a real progressive candidate and go home**.***"

In refer

ring to the "Bryan for President1* buttons that some Nebraska
delegates were wearing, Hitchcock predicted that Bryan’s
votes in Nebraska’s delegation would drift to either Smith
or McAdoo after one or two complimentary ballots,^

with

G-overnor Bryan favoring the latter it was expected that he
would be the recipient of most of the Nebraska votes,.
The Nebraska delegation did not join either the McAdoo
parade or the anti-Han demonstration which followed the
nomination of Oscar w* Dnderwoed of Alabama,

Hitchcock de

clared that he and most of the Nebraska delegates would
vote for McAdoo because he was the voters’ choice in the
Nebraska primaries,^
^Charles W, Bryan’s name was placed among the sixteen
nominees on June 27, 1924 by Eugene D, 0 *SullivanTj Omaha
attorney, reading a speech prepared by Harry B. Eleharty,
another Omaha lawyer,
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The Bryan parade was joined by both

Omaha Morning World Herald, June 21, 1924

6 5lbia,, June 21,23,1924.
66lbid., June 28, 1924.

Smith and McAdoo delegates*

This obviously was an .attempt,

by each group to keep the good will of Nebraska for the
future, .
The Nebraska governor, seated beneath the stage where
he could face the body of convention delegates, was sur
prised to hear 0*Sullivan eulogize Charley Murphy of Tam
many * Hitchcock had blocked Pleharty from making the nomina
tion because he was only an alternate*

Dan Stephens, Fremont,

changed his'mind the ^last-.minute and refused to read Flehartyfs
speech.

It-was then that O fSullivan volunteered*^

As balloting began, the "Nebraska vote was, Bryan fif
teen and McAdoo one*

The latter vote was that cast by
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Hitchcock*- Dir the fourth■ballot Dan Stephens, Fremont,.:,
and J , H* Orosvenor, Aurora, changed- to McAdoo*

Eugene

D. 0 fSullivan changed to Smith on the sixth ballot and was
followed by'
■<T* P. O fFuroy, Hartlngton, and Otto Walter,
Columbus, on the eighth ballot*

Charles Lord, Lincoln,

and William Somerville, ■MCCook, voted for McAdoo' on the
eighth, but the former changed back to Bryan when the
Governor berated him*

That made Nebraska*© eighth ballot,

Bryan, eleven, McAdoo, three, Smithy two*^
?al Peter, Editor of the Omaha German Tribune., wired
Governor Bryan to do all he could to prevent McAdoo*s aom^Personal interview with Charles W* Bryan, Lincoln, Nebraska,
March 7, 1939, cited by Bobert F* Patterson in Gilbert M.
Hitchcock, A Story of Two Careers*
^Stephens, a Fremont banker, was chairman of the Nebraska dele
gation*
.
^Official Frooeediagg of Democratic National Convention* pp*

ination,

Arthur Mullen prophesied:

"McAdoo is going to he

nominated before this convention is over”
out Bryan*s five votes,

,.with or rnth*

Mr, Hitchcock predicted that spirit

of compromise would exist as a result of the IClan vote, and
moat delegates seemed to feel that the Elan issue had been
forgotten!

Governor- Bryan was pressed to deliver, the He*

braska delegation to McAdoo*^®
By the twenty*sixth ballot most of the Nebraska votes
had moved to McAdoo,

fhe votes on that and the thirtieth

ballot were McAdoo, twelve,1Smith, three, Senator Samuel
M, Balaton of Indiana, one.

Governor Smith’s three votes

were given by Eugene- D. 0* Bull Ivan, Otto Walter, and George
O ’Malley, .whl-le: Mike Bndres' voted for Ralston,

Governor

Bryan was reported to be trying to hold Nebraska delegates
in his camp thus hoping for an eventual break to himself.^
As McAdoo*s.total reached $G5i on the fortieth ballot,
; Xh

Bryan named the eligibles and aroused-the■gallery’s

animosity by listing Albert A* Murphree, President of the
University of Florida* losephus Daniels, Secretary of the

Havy under Woodrow Wilson, loe Robinson, Samuel M* Ralston,
Charles W, Bryan, IS. f. Meredith, and McAdoo,

He omitted any

^Omaha Morning World Herald, luly 1, 1924*
7% b i d i . Inly 2, 1924* Edward Morrow, Assistant Editor of the
Omaha World Herald, and George O ’Malley believe that Bryah
was really trying for the Vlee-Presidential nomination from
the* beginning*
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mention, of Alfred B'* Smith. ^

At this point Nebraska was

still giving McAdoo twelve votes and Smith three with Mike
Indres changing back and forth between Governor Bryan, Al
Smith| John W* Davis, Senator Ralston* Senator Joe Robinson
and Governor Albert 0* Bit chi e of Maryland*
W* *T# Bryan and Thomas J. Walsh of Montanaf the con
vention chairman* were mentioned, but Nebraska, was not

organised to promote a campaign for the elder Bryan*

The

Nebraska delegates began to complain about the cost of the
prolonged convention and started thinking of switching to
some other candidate in an attempt to lead in a break away
V
from the deadlock*. Mullen said there was no agreement be
■*

tween leaders that might Indicate the final outcome*.

Tele

grams from William Ritchie, Omaha attorney, and Dr. l a d e n
Stark, Hartington, urged support of the former1© cousin,
Governor Albert 0* Ritchie of Maryland.^
By the slxty-first ballot, on July 3,.the tenth day
of the convention, when the vote was McAdoo- &69i» Smith
335, Davis 60, the convention began looking for a way to
break the deadlock*

Supporters of the two leading candi

dates said withdrawal proposals were .ridiculous and each
blamed the favorite sons for not quitting*
Hitchcock introduced the following resolutions "Re
solved that It is the sense of this convention that begin^% f f 1 olal Proceeding's off Democratic National Convention, p.
^Omaha Morning World Herald* July 3, 1924* Mr* Ritchie con*
firmed sending the "telegram but declared he really d i d n H
expect his cousin to be nominated*
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nlng with the (blank) ballot the eandidatereeeiving the
lowest vote should signify his withdrawal as a candidate
until only three candidates remain before the convention#**
The resolution was defeated 496 to 589|.^
Another Nebraska ’delegate,. Dan Stephens of Fremont
while blaming favorite sons for blocking McAdoo?a nominee
tlon, prepared a ‘resolution calling for the convention to
adjourn to another city*

It was generally agreed that the

pro^Smlth gallery was making a decision difficult,

Four

or five members of the Nebraska delegation even considered
leaving proxies so that they could return home,

They were

feeling the strain of expenses after a stay of ten days,
The Nebraska delegates Quarreled July 5 over'votes,
cast by alternates after several of their number started
■for home,
ported*

Mrs, Jessie fbarber challenged the vote as re
The Permanent Chairman, Senator Walsh of Montana,

ruled that only the alternate from a delegate’s own dis
trict could vote in place of him#

This led to the dis

covery that Mrs* Thurber had been voting illegally for Wil
liam T* Fenton, Warden of the State Penitentiary, whose
alternate, John M* Hall, was also absent*75
Another ■controversy over Nebraska votes occurred July 8
when Pan Stephens went home instructing Mrs. w* B. Barkley,
Official Proceedings of.Democrat ic National Convention# pp*
755775?.
“ —
—
_----- — ----------w
^Omaha Moralaa W o r M Herald, July 5, 1924.
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Lincoln, and Charles Lord left instructions with Hiss E*
Hath Pyrtle, Principal of a Lincoln school*

When Hitchcock

pointed out that both Stephens and Mrs* Barkley were Dele-*

gates**at-"Large, and that Lord and Miss Pyrtle were from dif
ferent districts, Chairman Walsh ruled that Mrs* Catherine
McGerr must vote in place of Stephens as she was hi s alter
nate*

C. A. Lord had given his proxy to Mr* Hitchcock who

tried to pass it on to Miss Pyrtle, Alternate-at-Large, in
stead of to John M* Hall who was not at the convention*

At

the same time it was ruled that Mrs* Thurber had not voted
illegally in place of Fenton, whose alternate was also ab
sent*

Nebraska was thus temporarily left one vote short as

Georg© 0 *Mall ©y also left for home*^
On the seventy-ninth ballot Nebraska gave the two votes
previously cast for Governor Bryan to the convention chair
man, Senator Thomas *7. Walsh of Montana*

At this time a

motion to vote for only two candidates was lost,
voted on the eightieth ballot thus:

Nebraska

McAdoo, ten, Smith,

three, Robinson, one, Glass, one, and Daniels, one• The
eighty-third was limited to McAdoo, ten, Smith, three, Bryan
three,7?

On the following ballot Bryan picked up four votes

to make the result McAdoo, sir, Bryan, seven, and Smith,
three *
Nebraska Republicans were undoubtedly expressing the •
7^0maha Morning Bee, July 9, 1924*
??Endres, 0*Furey, and Hall voted for Bryan on this ballot*

national sentiment of their party when they chided the Demo
crats for demonstrating such inability to govern, and for
having so many bosses as Brennan, Taggart, and Hearst#

One

of the Omaha papers referred to Governor Bryan as a "tool
of the bosses waiting for lightning to strike him#"7^
Bryan continued to retain five votes in the hope of a
stampede to a dark horse*

Also, their control would give

him something to use politically when a break finally came#
The five votes which McAdoo continued to receive from Ne
braska were due to the preference expressed for him in the
primary#

They were cast by Hitchcock of Omaha, Stephens of

Fremont, Lord of Lincoln, Grosvenor of Aurora, and Somme rville of Me Go ok*

Ralston* s floor managers tried to get two

or three Nebraska votes*
Between the roil calls for the ninety-sixth:hnd the nine
ty seventh ballots, Eugene D# 0 ♦Sullivan, Omaha attorney, pre
sented a resolution which provided for the clearing of the
main floor of all workers for the candidates#

The resolution

also suggested that the convention vote by secret ballot*
This resolution was defeated.
When McAdoo and Smith withdrew, with the former leading
on the ninety-ninth ballot, the anticipated scramble for sup
port of favorite sons occurred.

Some of McAdoo*s supporters

tried to rally votes for E. T. Meredith of Iowa, Woodrow
^Editorial in Omaha Mornlng Bee, July 9, 1924*

Wilson’s Secretary of Agriculture*

David Ladd Rockwell*

McAdoo* s manager# m s said to prefer Thomas Walsh of Mon**
tana*

John W. Davis# West Virginia, was eons id© red the *

legatee of Governor Smith’s votes*
W* J* Bryan prevented support going tc Gilbert M.
Hitchcock when the former Nebraska Senator’s name was men
tioned*

Party leaders were in almost continual session in

the Great Commoner1© hotel suite*

His opposition to the

former1'Nebraska Senator was enough to stop a movement in his
favor*
As John W* Davis secured 210 votes on the one hundredth
ballot, Nebraska gave Meredith* eleven* Bryan* two* and'
Smith, two*

'The state*a delegates'still refused to-Join, the

Davis bandwagon on the 103rd and final ballot dividing their'
votes as, follows %■ Cordell Hull* one* Oscar Underwood, two*
Alfred Smith* one* John W, 'Davis* one* Thomas J, Walsh, five*
and B* T* Meredith* six*
After John W* Davis had" addressed the convention* Walsh*
the- chairman, overruled shouts calling for his nomination
as Vice-President*

He declared the convention in recess*

Before the. vice-presidential balloting. Governor Charles w.
Bryan of Nebraska was nominated*

His name was presented

to the convention by Harry B* Pieharty* Omaha*

As the Ne

braska Governor’s total mounted, many states changed their
^Omaha Morning World Herald* July 9, 1924* Confirmed by
George u rlElIey and ly fred■Carey in interview July 22, 194&
Carey reported for the Omaha Dally News at the Democratic
National Convention,
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selection was primarily a bid "'for

votes to hi 8

the support of the agricultural states of tbs'Mdwest whose'
delegations had gone rally been strong in support of McAdoo-^
All of Nebraska?# sixteen votes went to Bryan#
P ostonveation Comment
Party leaders followed the convention with declarations
of satisfaction and rushed to the support of the nominees#
W* J* Bryan said there were no factions left, only harmony
in the party,®*

He had declined to second McAdoo*s nomina

tion because of the Nebraska Governor *s candidacy*

He was>

once quoted as saying that the party might as well nominate
j* P, Morgan as lohr W* Davis,®*

However, with brother

Charles on the ticket, W* J* immediately announced his sap*
port#®**
Gilbert Hitchcock was another Nebraska party regular
who had to change his position*

Before the convention he

had written,
"If a man like Davis were to be nominated
by the Democratic party these interests {finan
cial, Wall Street) couldall go
to Burope for
the summer and forgetabout the campaign*
"They would know that it would have to bo
either Davis or Cooiidge and they wouldn’t care
much which* Ihey would know that the government (sic]
would be In their hands and would be their kind
of a government."83

®°Omeba Morning World Herald. July 11, 1924.
Sljcbid,, June 25, 1924,
82Ibid.. July 10, 1924.
83Xbift.. June 23, 1924.

After Davis* nomination, the Omaha World Herald de
clared that the Democratic nominee was an idealist like
Woodrow ?/ilson.

They expressed the belief that the can

didate would "appear more liberal as the campaign goes on«n
He was said to be running on the best platform in the his
tory of the party.^4*
John fh Davis evidently realised the contortions that
some of his supporters were compelled to perform for he im
mediately declared himself to be a liberal in these words;
"There can be no compromise with reaction*
ciples must and will prevail*

Liberal prin

This is the mandate of the

hour, and I will obey it*rt^5
Columnist David Lawrence declared Davis to be the
choice of the convention, satisfying both wets and drys,
labor and capital, and most Democratic Congressmen*00

Mark

Sullivan, the popular historian, wrote that the bosses did
not select Davis but that they did liquidate McAdoo*

Since

they f eared the effect of his association with big corpora
tions, and the fact that he was a dry, they introduced the
Jtu Klux Klan issue to excite bitterness*

Sullivan called

the Democratic convention an example of popular government
^Editorial in Omaha Morning World Herald, July 10, 1924*
85ibld.
86Ibid.

with both s M e s of issues being debated freely and pointed
to its willingness to name Senator Thomas

Walsh, a

Western dry progressive, as the vice-presidential nominee*
Sullivan predicted a downward trend in the Klan’s influ
ence*

Be believed the vote on the Klan issue in the con

vention was the secret organization* s high point*

Two new

Influences, he pointed out, were exerted upon the conven
tion*

The attendance of women delegates and the broad

casting of the proceedings by radio were departures from the
practices of previous conventions*^?
In an editorial, The.New Republic declared that while
the Republicans did net dare to allow frank discussion, the
Democratic National Convention was, "really deliberating In
an absurd, clumsy, noisy, and extravagant way*" This was said
to indicate that the Democratic party was, "still capable
of assuming the moral responsibility of government."

This,

it was said, would give the Democrats the advantage of hav
ing fought out many issues that the Republicans still had
to decide.88
Another New Republic editorial called the Democratic
platform, "a political catch-all," firm on a few issues but
one that would surely cause Robert. LaFollette to take the
field.

It, "straddles, evades, and whispers sweet nothings*"

The fight over the Klan was said not to represent the true
^?Mark Sullivan* "Behind the Convention Scenes" in Worldfs
Work* Sept*1924 48:533-539*
Editorial, "The Democrats in Conflict" in The New Republic,

July 9, 192^ 39:171-3,
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feeling of the convention due to the unit rule. ^9

Thus,

many delegates, the editorial contended, could not cast
votes to name the Klan as an undesirable organization*^0
Frank R. Kent was most uncompliment ary in speaking
of Governor Bryan*
r,And then, while Democrats generally in the
Fast were rejoicing over the selection of such a
man as their Presidential candidate, the blow fell.
Charles W* Bryan, governor ^ic| of Nebraska and
brother of William Jennings Bryan, was nominated
for Vice-President. At once a chill succeeded the
^thrill. To the Democrats in the Fast, in the
/great pivotal states needed to insure election,
/ the name of Bryan was abhorrent.****the shouts of
the jubliant Democrats died in their throats, and
the opportunity was afforded the Republicans to
picture the party as facing both ways, to play
on the old Bryan string, to alarm the business
interests over the prospect of a Bryan, through
\death, becoming President *”91
Kent reports that Bryan's name was suggested by George
Brennan, Chicago boss, in order to insure the winning of
the West and W, J . Bryan's support. He further said that
it is doubtful that Davis could have won on any condition*
but in any event another running mate such as Thomas J.
Walsh, Newton B. Baker, or Edward T, Meredith would have
produced a better showing,
THE THIRD FARTT NATIONAL COiWFNTlONB
The confusion existing among adherents of a third party
^ % h e unit rule in Democratic conventions required that all the
votes of a state be cast as the majority of the delegates
wished. It was modified in 1912 to free delegates elected in
direct primaries. Even these could be bound by the state
committee or convention..
9°The New Republic. July 9, 1924, 39:168.
91yranlc Kent, The Democratic Party, pp.498-499.

in'Bebfaeka-was bat a reflection of the situation in the
nation*at- large*

By June, Henry Ford was no longer eon* -

sldered- a serious candidate*

However, there were many who

believed that Hebert M# laFoIlett© woald ran*

laFollett©

had Insisted that, his name not be placed before the Bepublican national Convention.

However, h e ’did urge .his

supporters to fight for a liberal, platform.
A Farmer-labor-Progressive Forty group held a. conven
tion in .St, Paul, Minnesota during the week of Fane 17.

it

was thought that this meeting would nominate Senator laFol^
lette, even though he had branded the convention ^communist"
inspired.

The communists who attended this meeting desired

to'nominate a candidate, whereas the .other delegates, repre
senting both farm and labor interests, preferred to endorse
one of the major;party candidates*
the delegates at at*. Paul managed to unite, on a plan'
for distributing: delegates among the states*

When the con

vention nomine ted >Duncan McDonald of Illinois and William
Bouck of -Washington for President and Tic ©-President, the
Q2
Nebraska delegates led an exodus from the convention'hall*7
fhe influence of the communist group which had aroused the,
^2In an interview fa!y 20, 1948, Hoy Harrop, who attended the
St. Paul meeting, stated that Webraska. realized- from the
outset that the convention was likely to be controlled by
Communists* He called it an example of communist tactics to
take control wherever they were allowed to belong to a group.
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Nebraskans1 Ira was in further evidence in August*

The

party's executive committee consented to the withdrawal
of candidates McDonald and Bouck, and the end orseine nt of
William &* Foster and Benjamin Gltlow, New York, candid
}

i

dates of the. Worker's Party of America#

What David Lawrence called "the real third party con-*
v e n t i o n 93 met in Cleveland Inly.4 $ 1924*

It was known

as the Conference for Progressive Political Action#

The

men who. Issued the call for the convention agreed that the
communista who attended the St# Paul meeting were not to
be admitted#

Only presidential and vice-presidential can-*

didates were to be endorsed.

William H. Johnson of Wash

ington, D# C., President of the International Machinist's
Union was selected as chairman#
Tom. I# Wilson, Second Vice-President of the American
\

Federation of labor, and a delegate from Nebraska, said his
delegation favored McAdoo for the nomination.9^

other Ne

braska delegates were Thomas Kane, Ohadron, J. F. Moredlck,
Omaha, and Charles McCloed, Stanton#

Mrs# Fred Carey,

Omaha, and Miss Mae Cund* Lincoln, were appointed delegates
by Mrs. Marie We ekes, Temporary Chairman of the Nebraska
Wo m e n s Committee for Progressive Action#
Kobert M# LaPollette agreed to accept the party's, nom
ination and was promptly endorsed by the convention.

93Omaha Morning World Herald» June 19, 1924#
94Ibid., June 22, 1924,

He an-
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nounced that he would campaign on the platform proposed
to the Republican Rational Convention by the Wisconsin
delegation.

The keynote speaker, William H, 'Johnston,

condemned ;in turn the Republican, the Democratic, and the
Communist Parties.
The convention of the Socialist Party met in Cleveland,
August 7, 192/*, and endorsed LaPollette,

Eugene V. Debs,

the party’s presidential candidate in 1920, approved this
action as an alternative to the party naming its own candidate,96
Before his nomination, the Omaha World Herald, pre
dicted editorially that LaFollette decided to enter the cam
paign because it was his last chance.

This newspaper pre

dicted that LaFollette would fail because he appealed to
sectional and class interests.

He was not a good candidate

for a national election*?^
Some communist leaders admitted that the Cleveland con
vention delivered large groups of farmers and laborers into
the hands of Senator LaFollette.

This made a united farmer-

labor front impossible.^*2 The Senator was accused of be
lieving that he could get enough electoral votes to prevent
a majority by any candidate; that the house would not decide
95omaha Morning World Herald, Fulj. 5,6', 1924.
96rbld., Aug.8, 1924*

.

97sditorial in Omaha Morning World Herald, May 29, 19.24*
9^Omaha Morning World Herald, Fuly 11. 1924.
■?•
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on a preaidant;9? a M the senate would, through .insurgent,
Bepablican Influence, select a ■Democrat .for.vice-president ■who would become president*^®®
no'candidate receives a majority of all the electoral
votesi■the.louse, of Representatives elects one of.the
three leading candidates* &h© representatives of' each of
the forty-eight states, cast one.vote*.. .If'no candidate rereives a'majority (twenty-five) of these votes by the date
set in the constitution for the inauguration of .the Presi
dent , the newly'elected Vice-President is inaugurated as
President^* ’
Vice-President is. elected from the two
leading Ifice^Presidential'candidates by the Senate,.each
Senator having one, vote#-, _
e
100Editorial in Omaha Morning World Herald. July 9 , 1924 ,

THB CAMPAIGN

xmmmcTzan
Parties and oandidates were plentiful by midsummer
1924*

In addition to the major parties, seven other

groups nominated candidates and announced platforms*

The

Farinar~Labor Party had originally endorsed Robert M* La
Follette.

However, this group finally nominated William

Z* Foster, Communist labor leader, and Benjamin aitlow.
Communist author.

These candidates denounced the Wis

consin Senator as the tool of merchants, bankers and rich
farmers*

LaFollette and senator Burton K. Wheeler of Mon

tana became the candidates of the Conference for Progres
sive Political Action*
Progressive candidates*

They were listed in Nebraska as the
The American Party named Gilbert

0* Nations and Charles H. Randall*

The leaders of this

party adopted the constitution and by-laws of the Ku Klux
Klan as the basis of their platform.
The People *s Progressive Party chose Robert H. Pointer
and Roy Harrop; the Prohibition Party H* P. Farris and Miss
Marie Caroline Brehm; the Hat!anal Independent Party John
Zahnd and Roy Harrop; and the Commonwealth Party selected
William J* Wallace as its standard bearer.1

The Republican,

Democratic, Progressive and Prohibition Parties were on the
^Omaha Morning World Herald * July 14, 1924
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presidential ballot in Hebraska*
A abort campaign was Inevitable since the two major
parties were late In officially notifying their caMid a t e s P r e s i d e n t Coolidge planned to give.leas than
twelve speeches*

The party orators stressed the Presi

dent va character and the accomplishments of Charles G* .
Dawes in international finance*

Many- thought the Democrats

would emphasise their party stability and-point to the
disagreements between the President and Congress*

William

Butler, President Coolidge*a oampaign manager, and Clem
Shaver of West Virginia, the director of Davis* Campaign,
were both new to national politics*

Of course, both had

the constant advice of veteran..politicians*
HSFDB1ICAH
President Coolidge unofficially opened the national
campaign as soon as his nomination was assured-*.

At the

annual luncheon of the Associated. Press in lew -Turk City,
April.. 22, 1924, he asserted that the United States,'aftersettling the German Reparations question, should lead the
way to world peace by calling another disarmament confer
ence.*

He.asked for, "complete'coordination and coopera

tion In world affairs, "adding, "We can help ourselves only
as we help others*"
Coolidge also commented that the surprising thing about the Senate investigation of the Harding Scandals
^This was partly due, in the case of the Republicans, to the
death on -Idly
1924, of Calvin Coolidge, Xr*f son of the
President and Mrs* Coolidge*
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was not the large number implicated but that there were so
' few involved • The Omaha Woria Herald commented editorially
that the President sounded* "like a 1920 Democrat in his
foreign policy*"3
He spoke out at that time against assaults on the
Treasury#

He reemphasised his position a month later in

his message to Congress vetoing the bonus;
"We owe no bonus to able bodied veterans
of the world war £sie3 The first duty of every
citizen is to the nation# The veterans of the
world war /jsle3 performed this first duty# To
confer upon them a cash consideration is
wholly unjustified* It is not justified when
considered'in. the. interests, of-the whole peo*
pie; it is not'justified when considered ■alone
on-its own merits*"4

s

■ The Omaha Morning Bee defended the veto as a case of
the President following his own convictions*

They pointed

out that the vote on the bonus had not been along party
lines since both Bepublieaas and Democrats were divided
on the issue*5
• After the.Democrats nominated Davis and Bryan,the Be*
publicans decided to center their attacks upon the vice*
Presidential nominee*

They emphasised the danger of Bryaa#s

election by the Senate in the event LaFollette received e*
nough electoral votes to throw .the election Into Congress*
3Editorials in Omaha Morning World Herald* Apr*23»25*1924*
*-Ibia.. May 19, 1924.
^Editorial la Omaha Morning Bee. May ZZ, 1924.
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Western Senators'were urging Coolidge to boost the cause
of irrigation In order to gain votes in the West*
In his acceptance speech* August 14* 1924* in Wash
ington* D. C*, President Coolidge praised protective tar
iffs for maintaining American standards of living*

He

said they aided business* agriculture* industry* and labor,
The farmer* the President said* needed leadership that
would stay with him and not desert his cause for political
or business expediency*7
Due to the pivotal character of the Midwest, the at
titude of the candidates on the tariff was Important*

Bach

party tried to convince*the farmer that its traditional
stand mi the tariff was to his best interests*

Both major

parties anxiously watched the trend of prices*

A 7uly price

rise led to comment that it was not due to the GOP but to
g
shortages In Canada and Surope* Walter Head, a prominent
Nebraska Bepublloan* who returned from Bur ope In September*
declared ..that we must reduce1the tariff'if "we are to In
crease trade*?
fhe editors of the Omaha World Herald probably best
expressed the views of Nebraska Democrats when they wrote:
^Omaha Morning world Herald* 3uly 19, 1924>See footnote 99,p.62.
7Ibid** Aug.15, 1924*.
%ditorlal in Omaha Morning World Herald. iTuly 10, 1924*
?0maha Morning world Herald, Sept*14* 1924-

"This newspaper is too close to the farming
country and too close to the consuming public not
to know ,well that the tariff is something more
than a ♦local issue* * It.has seen collected too
much' of that 4 •billion-dollars each year,.dollars •
which have come from the pockets that were strained
to provide families with even fundamental necessi
ties of life* and dollars which went into the poo. Jsrets of wealthy manufacturing interests in the
Republican*s Springfield* Massachusetts Republican!
state and states adjacent* to think that""the'1'tariffIs not a paramount issue in every village and hamlet*
on every farm and in every home in every state in the
TJnlted States* but particularly in the-west* the
middle west and the south*
Another phase of the Republican campaign strategy was
to emphasize the character of Ooolidge, the man** and to pre
sent him as the type of executive the people desired*

"The

presentation of President Coolidge as a silent, 'reserved'
man* an exponent of common sense* and a faithful performer
of his daily task* rather than a heroic or spectacular
figure was no accident of makeshift* but was a deliberate
well calculated policy for which the President himself was
responsible#"^2- - By-, consulting, an advisory board on all. cam
paign utterances! by ignoring the Democratic nominee in his
speeches and* by refusing to engage in any public controversy
Coolidge appeared to stand for those virtues of stability,
order and prosperity, which the 'average- voter, desired.*
This plan was reflected in the editorial comment' of
many Nebraska Republican newspapers*

They commended the

^^ditorial in Omaha Morning: World Herald* Sept.29* 1924*

^Editorial in The New York Times, Nov*9, 1924, cited by Salt,
American Parties ant flexions, p#6 OJ*

President for refusing to be stampeded by investigations
and charges against public officials#^

The choice, as

they saw it, was between President Coolidge with continued
order and prosperity or someone else with uncertainty or
radicalism*2^

Two Nebraska papers claimed that Coolidge

would make the best executive since he had demonstrated
economy and efficiency in the conduct of his office
' The Presidents assumption of a quiet dignified role
left to Charles Dawes the task of carrying a vigorous cam
paign to the people#

The vice-presidential candidate de

nounced the iCu Elux Elan in his speech at Augusta, Maine,
August 23, 1924, though Maine was considered one of the
strongest Elan states#

Davis, the following night, in a

speech at Seagirt, New fersey, stated that there was no
place in the campaign for religious prejudices or racial
feelings#
Coolidge*2^

He called for a similar expression from President
haPollette had already expressed the opinion

that the Elan organization could not long survive due to the
good sense and sound judgement of the American people#2*^
Coolidge did not reply to Davis on this issue#

It

was reported that the Elan favored the President since he had
^Editorial in Omaha Morning Bee. May 9, 1924*
12|bia., Nov#3, 1924.
^^dit oriels in The North Platte Tribune,(Semi-weekly) Oct *31,
1924 and in Fremont Evenln^Wlfeuns. Nov*3, 1924*
l^Omaha Morning World Herald, Aug#23,24,1924•
16IMi*iAug*9,1924*
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not attacked It*2*7

Senator Wharton Pepper, Republican of

Pennsylvania ,* declared that a Chief Executive who denounced
an organization before it had broken the law would be false
to his oath of office*1$

In a conference with'his running

mate, Coolidge undoubtedly advised Dawes to refrain from re
peating such antagonistic outbursts as he had given at
Augusta*2?

The Omaha 'World Herald claimed that only the

Democratic Party'had'-met the-religious question openly*
The Democrats voted on a plank to denounce the Elan and
gave consideration to both presidential and vice-presidential
candidates who were Catholic*
Charles G. Dawes planned-an extensive Midwestern, speak
ing program*

The Democratic -lino-pln Star'declared editori

ally that Republican'strategists'feared that Coolidge could
not hold his own against.Senator. LaFollette*■ The-Chicago
financier, It was claimed* could match LaFollette*s efforts*^2
Dawes began his campaign to win the discontented farmers
by. speaking at Lincoln, August 30.

In this: address,, he blamed

the war for the plight o f ,-the farmer*
»

'

.

He- advocated• a commls-

sion to. study the problem' of''securing 'equality of earning
capacity for industry and- agriculture*

In addition he stated

27Omaha'Morning .World'.Herald, ;Oct*31* 1924*
I%remont Evening Tribune *" Nov .1* 1924* 2?EditorlaI,in Omaha--Mbamlng:fforIdBeraia, Aaa*2B* 1924*
aPxbid** Aug*4* 1924* ;
E d i t o r i a l in Lincoln Star* lune 14, 1924*
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that reclamation projects reclaimed land only to- compete
against farms already over producing1
*

At the time of

this visit to Nebraska by the candidate, a two page advertise*
meat in the Omaha:Bee proclaimed Dawes the- "big man of peace"!
the "Quiet American business man who makes President Coolidgefi
.plan for world armament limitations practical#
Dawes returned to Nebraska to speak in Norfolk October 9*
and in Grand Island end.Omaha. October 10*

Preparations in

Omaha included front seats for Oread Army of the Republic
veterans and loud speakers so that the crowd expected to be
outside the city auditorium might hear.*

Contrary to expects*

tioas the candidate did not rant or cover the field*

He spoke

only eight minutes 'on the subject of foreign policy* • The
audience was amassed when he sat down and remained
in their
/
seats -for a considerable time;-^
A series of debates between Congressman «f* -N* Tineher,
Kansas Republican* and Alben W* Barkley, Kentucky Democrat,
proved of great popular interest during'the campaign in the
state.

These -men discussed party politics and the■policies'

^^Mitorial in Omaha Morning World Herald* Aug*30, 1924*.
2^0maha Morning Bee* Aug*29* 1924* The Republican leaders
claffied that Dawes* plan for the payment of Europe’s repara
tions and war debts insured luropeaa stability* thus, it
was argued, the President could safely offer a disarmament
program to the nations of Hurope.
^Memorandum by William 0* Fraser, Aug«24» 194B* Mr* Fraser
recalled, "the entire proceedings did not consume more than
twenty minutes and in all my experience I have never seen a
more surprised or disappointed Crowd*"

of the'federal Reserve Board at Kimball, luly 21#

Then,

at Morrill, Inly 23, W# I. Bryanls early statements con
cerning John w* Davis were, quoted by Tineher#

Both.can*

ditates discussed the prices of farm products under Demo*
eratio and Republican administrations.

Tinoh er defended

the tariff as the best assurance of continued employment
for workers in the sugar factories and beet fields#

He

asserted thattagriculture should be represented on the.
Federal Reserve.Board*

On July 24, the Congressmen de

bated at Hebron#,^?
Abel V, Shotwell,. said the campaign was not a par*
tlcularly difficult one for the Republicans in Nebraska*
They were confident from the beginning*

Party leaders

felt certain that the Democrats, had ruined their chances
by arguing in their convention and were beaten before
2d
Davis was .nominated#
DEMOCRATIC)
The major objective of the Democratic campaign was to
achieve party unity#

In addition the leaders sought to

convince the nation that. Davis was different from President
Coolidge and that he, not laFollette, should receive the

^Omaha Morning World Herald.. Italy 22,24,25*1924*
26

Interview with Mr# ShotWell, July 20, 1943. The national
Committeeman was County Attorney of Douglas County, 1919*23#

n
progressive votes*

The public witnessed, for the first time, a convention
and campaign by moans of the radio*' Due to the intra-party
strife, the public*s impression’of the Madison Square Gar-■
den convention was far from favorable*

The Democratic can*

didate did much to overcome this by the dignity of the cam*
palgn he waged*’ Clem. Shaver of West Virginia was an unfertile
nate choice as party chairman*

He did not wish the Job* '

The campaign was further handicapped by poor publicity ’and
Improper organization*
Declarations of support by William G, Me M o o , David
k

ladd Boekwell, a M 'Cordell Hull, made harmony within the
party appear easier*

w. f* :Bryan and Alfred E* Smith

eventually took an. active part in the campaign*

Me Ado o gave

little assistance, but promised to help when and where he
could*^7
Only the reactionary element' of the Democratic party
in the last really considered all these declarations of sap** •
port to presage victory*

In the Middle West not even the

few reactionaries felt that the ticket had a ghost of a
chance to wia*^®
Organization of a. Davis*Bryan club was begun in Nebraska
as soon as the nominees were named*
" T “ ~“ ^ ^ r^ n fT ^ rrrrfr^ rii'-r'i it ni i w t i f r “ •

The club*s goal was 2,000

f tt ,L- n - r m r r r r ~rrriiTiu.itx^innijnrrrrmwr7iirminn;ffir.;inir«-ii-irr'Trn v iin r~ rrn rriri'T irriiiiirirrr t'tti-^ i’rTuniiii.iiiifij nn.iu

27Kent, The Democratic Party, p.500.
2% d g a r Howard, Oolumbus, Nebraska, in interview July 18, 1948.

members .-paying-at least five dollars each*

Two Gmahans*

Manxes A* -Hanley and-Harley Morehead were- named President
29
and Tie©-President respectively*
Before he became a nominee for'Governor,-Bryan ted
flirted with the-idea of supporting Robert M* laFoiiette
in the belief that the Democrats would not nominate a can
didate In. sympathy with the West*

Be had, even considered ;

running with-Mr* lafollette in case he were, asked* 3-0 The
t

Governor's nomination on. a ticket with John W* Davis, con
vinced him that his running mate, not Senator Xafollette,
was the hope of the West*
■Before the campaign m s

even underway, Governor Bryan

risked public criticism by sending a telegram to President
?

*

*

Codlidg© protesting against requiring civilians to mobilize
with military units on "Hat!anal Mobilization Day.”31
was backed in this by Davis*

ge

A reply from President Coolidg©

stated that the proposed- action was voluntary* 32
.As soon as he was nominated, Bavis.ma.de a determined
effort-to win. the support of labor*

it was.widely known that

he had been an attorney for the i* P* Morgan, interests, but
^Omahs Morning World ■Herald* July 17, 1924* Confirmed by inter
view wltl cfen' West#<J1.tolha# former Douglas County Democratic
Party Chairman, who has in his possession a pamphlet describing
the club*
3%ditorial in Omaha Morning World Herald *■ May 31, 1924*
3^A1s o -called "Defense Bay”, this plan called for the mobilize■tion, on September 12, 19-24, of ail civilian and military
personnel. Bryan declared that he would call out only the
national Guard* The governors of Colorado, Wisconsin, -and
Maine joined Bryan in a similar protest*
^20maba Morning World Herald* July 30,31, and Aug*12, 1924*

what'was less well known was that he had also defended
Ingene V# Debs, the ..Socialist labor leader^jMother Jones,
the West Virginia United mine Workers organizer, and had
represented the Plate Glass B1ewer s Bni on.31
ttemocratte campaign strategists placed Davis before
the public as a liberal*

Since his nomination was'the

result of a deadlock between two well known liberals,, it
was considered necessary that''he win the support of'the
followers of both'ms* if the party hoped to be successful
In the autumn*.

The difficulty of forming an alignment

with labor''was soon apparent*

Samuel.dampers,, President

of the American Federation of ■labor, expressed opposition
to Davis* ■ Several revests were made to permit Davis to
present his'Views -at a labor conference, hit 'this failed,
In his acceptance speech at Olarksburg, West Virginia,
August 11, 1924, 'Davis' promised farm.'relief, 'reasonable
railroad rates, and freedom from tbs discriminatory tariffs#
Be sharply criticized the Bepublieans for the scandals of
Har&ing*$ administration*^
A week later Bryan accepted, the vlce^presMential nomine
tion at Lincoln, Nebraska#

the Governor attacked high prices

huge profits, the tariff, and burdensome' government debts,
but praised government aid to co operatives*

The views he

^% a v i d Lawrence in Omaha Morning World perald* July 11, 1924*
34omha Morning World Herald, Aug*8, 1924*
35ibld*« Aug*12, 1924*
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expressed showed that candidates Davis and Bryan could
stand together,36

Mr. and Mrs* Clem Shaver of West

Virginia and W. 1. Bryan, the latter representing the Demo*
crats of Florida,,'attended the- ceremony.
in the meantime Davis continued his efforts to remove
any taint of conservatism.

He quoted pre-convention speeches

to show that he held liberal views on labor, on foreign
affairs, and relative to personal liberty.

Lafollette^s

lack of party backing in Congress to insure the enactment
of progressive legislation was emphasised by the Democratic
nominee.

Davis claimed to have been pro-labor throughout

his career.^
Commenting on the West Virginian#s proposed visit to
Nebraska, a Grand Island newspaper accused the Democratic
candidate of coming west in order to show that he was cut
from the same liberal pattern as Governor Bryan,

fhis paper

stated:
"Bryan ought to go east and try to fool
stand pat business men that he is a rock-ribbed
conservative. As a* matter of fact, neither of
the Democratic candidates is likely to fool
anybody. [Davis has already lost the labor .vote
and he isftft likely to get the western farmers.
But if he keeps chasing after the progressives,
he is likely to lose out with the reactionary
elements in the party which were largely re-.,
sponsible for getting him the nomination. "36 J
^ Davld Lawrence in Omaha Morning World Herald. Aug.20, 1924#
^Omaha Morning World Herald, Sept*3, 1924#
3%ditorial in Grand Island Independent» Sent.3. 1924#
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When Steals visited Hebraska be delivered a major ad
dress la Omaha., September 6,

T M s speech was broadcast to

an estimated five million people#

Arthur Mullen presided

at this meeting to which Covernor Bryan, the Vlce-Fresidsntial nominee also spoke#

fhe Presidential candidate in

dicted the Republican party for unduly favoring industry
at the expense of agriculture and other interests*.

He

claimed that the Republican deflation policy deprived the
farmer of price equality**-**this after he had contracted debts '
to increase wartime production*
aid to the farmer*

The tariff, he said, was no

He advocated re-establishment, of the ex

port market through official means, through international
■cooperation, through adjusting the tariff, and by reducing
transportation rates*.^^^ *
J * frauds McDermott, Omaha banker, recalled'that Davis
looked out of place on the platform vsdth the politicians*
McDermott, a Republican, said that the Democratic, candidate
looked and spoke like a true Intellectual even disdaining
in his address to claim to be a ^fdrmer" to win the support
of the Middle West as Coolidge 'had done by posing for the'
photographers,39^b *
Inroute to Denver from Omaha, Davis spent a, .day in
Lincoln'and spoke from the train at Rairbury, Hastings, Orand
Island, and Kearney#

He upset precedent by inviting Nebraska *s

National Oommitteewoman, Dr* Jennie Califas, to ride with him
1118
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Omaha Morning World Herald* Sept*?, 1924*
39(b)
Interview July 20, 194&.
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during the trans-state train tour*
Arthur Mullen* Democratic leader* said that Davis*
\

visit insured Nebraska in view of Dawes statements that
the farmers had been too Industrious and must wait for a
commission to decide on any relief measures*^
After Davis campaigned in Nebraska the Grand Island
Independent declared in an editorial that Davis was nomina
ted as a third choice while Senator iaFollettefs only hope
was to secure enough votes to throw the election into Con
gress.

The editorial stated that the United States had in

dulged in enough uncertainty during recent years.

It ad

vocated the election of Coolldge to insure stability in the
A t ional Government and in international relations.^
later in.September* after Davis* Nebraska tour, Mullen
and the candidate conferred in Chicago*

In October the Ne

braskan published a letter from,the candidate on wThe Case
Against Coolldge”.
poor leadership*

In this, the President was charged with

His income.tax plan had not been followed.

The Japanese Prolusion Act was passed against his wishes.
The President used poor judgement in vetoing the postal pay
bill which had been approved by Congress 361-6 and 73-3.
Finally* his veto of the bonus bill showed inability to lead
C o n g r e s s .42

.

^°Omaha Morning World Herald. Sept. II* 1924* Dawes had been
quoted as blaming the low price of farm products upon exces
sive planting and overproduction. His proposals included the
appointment of a commission to study the problem.
^Editorial in Grand Island Independent, Sept.23, 1924#
^20maha Morning World Herald* Oct.23* 1924#
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[^Bryan stumped the state vigorously*

He addressed ;

groups at Columbus on September 24, at MeCook on October 5,
and a t ;York on October 15.

He also spoke at Central City,

St* .Paul,. Fullerton, Seward, and Flattsmoatlx, attacking ,
th© Kepubliean policy on farm prices and labor, while
praising Baris for M s liberal standards*

He appealed to

progressives to back Davis as a man who could be elected*
• The Governorfs tour of the.state was accomplished,
for the most part, by automobile*

speaking at every cross**

roads and small town, according to M w a r d Morrow,, at that
time.: a reporter for the llncoln Star* Bryan was still, going
strong, at the end of his .trip*, Harry Oliver, a reporter who
covered the tour, was said to be worn o u t j
As election day drew near Davis1' attempt to win the
support of .labor-was still inconclusive.*
however, did com®, out in his behalf,

a few labor leaders

George 1, Berry, Presl~

dent of. the International Pressman*'&> Hnion, was one who. en~
d o r s e d M s candidacy.*

late in the campaign a group of Hew

York; City labor leaders withdrew its endorsement of X&Fol**
lett© in order to back. Davie* ■
late in the campaign, the editors of the Omaha World.
Herald charged.the Bepublicans with excessive expenditures
in behalf of their candidates.

They gave wide publicity

to vague charges by laFollett© that financiers and big
^Interview, July 1$, 1948,
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business tod provided a toga *slash fund1* for too Bepublleaa.

;
-i:

eiuapaign*

tu Hehraska they accused waiter W* Head, Omaha banker
an# the freesurer at the Bepubllcan state Executive Commit*
bee# of asking each candidate for tea per cent of a year's
■salary*

They reported that $100,000 to# been expea### la

Nebraska* meet of it for newspaper, adrertislag*

*£toy coo*

si&ered that amount excessive,
ftore t o o some evidence la favor of I M s contention,
la October, the Midwest Hews, published ia Omaha an# con*
elders# a spokesman for labor, changed its support of to**
Follebte to Ooolidge and Hawes*

For this reversal of spin**

Ion# the l o f M Herald said, J, A* Loohray, editor of the
paper,# received #1*000.^

Val jr* Peter's Omaha fribune. re*

solved* according to the World Herald a $10,000 for its ef*
forts to persuade Hebraskana of aerman descent to vote for
Coolidge an# Hawes. ^5
Hone of these charges were substantiated before else*
tion day*

Voters ha# to choose between believing these

charges by a partisan press or believing the denials of the
^According to Hoy Harrop, tochray receive# $10,000. ”loe
talked it over with me#*' he said, "and 1 told him he was
through here If he took the money* but he was a poor devil*
He wouldn't have sold out for f1,000 though**
^% m a h a Morning World Herald. Oct*27# 29# 31# 1924# In an inter*
view yHlySSr 19417 IrTHPeter said:the money was paid to him for
advertising* ‘This explanation# he stated# was accepted by the
Senate investigating committee headed by senator Borah when
they called the Omaha German editor to Chicago.

so
Bepublican Party leaders*

They had to decide whether or

not the amount of such expenditures was great enough to
be called a corrupt: practice*
When Governor'Charles Bryan, -who had earlier been re
nominated for Governor,, received the nomination for VicePresident, it left a vacancy on the state Democratic tic
ket,

Choosing a successor provided an opportunity for the

party leaders to test their individual strength and their
ability to-work.together1as■a group*

The generally accepted

belief that the Democratic candidate would be elected made
eager aspirants plentiful* j^Amorg those mentioned for the
vacancy were Mayor James O* D&hlman^ and City Commissioners
John Hopkins and Ban Butler of Omaha, and Ban Stephens of
Fremont *J Charles Graff of Bancroft, Governor Bryan's op
ponent in the primary, was*not considered a likely successor
because of his pronounced opposition to the Governor's poli
cies*

T, S* Allen,' brother-in-law of Governor Bryan, favored

J. H. Horton of Polk,

Both Arthur Mullen and William Kitehie

declared that the nominee should be a man who would support
the national ticket*^
The* Mullen-Hitchcock combination claimed to control the
meeting*

There were reports of a deal with the Bryan group

in vhieh Hitchcock would have become an ambassador or some
equivalent position in return for his support of the Bryan
^Bahlman was Democratic nominee for governor in 1910*
^7Omaha Morning World Herald, July 14,17,1924*

choice for 0©V8ruor*J The widely M i d belief that W. J* .
Banyan had prevented MeAdoo*s votes from going to Hitehcoek
at the National Convent! on was expected to- make the extent
sion of the 1922 "Harmony Club"^ feeling difficn.lt*

When ,

Arther Mullen and Bryan coaf erred on selection of the nominee*
yohn Hopkins* Omaha City.Commissioner* Dan Stephens, Fremont*
*s

’

*

-

and 3 V H* Horton* Folk* were favored* although It, was doubted
that'the latter woald provide real strength, in Douglas County*
William Hit chi© and some, other young Democrats attempted
to organise a movement to nominate E* ?/* McDonald of Bridge*
port*

McDonald was county Attorney of Morrill county*

Arthur

Mullen and .other veteran Democratic leaders had too much .power
for the move to succeed*^
Vlhen the committee met in U n c o In* July 24, j* H. Horton
was nominated on the seventeenth ballot*
for seven ballots and then withdrew*

lohn Hopkins led

When Dan Stephens with

drew* Horton became the unanimous choice*

His nomination

left, a vacancy on the State Senatorial Ballot in the- Hint**.,
teenth District*

**%he Mttllen-Hitchcock and .Bryan Brothers factions of the
Democratic Farty in Hebraska had supposedly been-united
in 1922* They combined to support Hitchcock for Senator
and'' Charles Bryan for Govern or*
^Interview with Mr* Ritchie, July 23* 1946#

the m o m m s m

party

the Progressive Party Convention which nnmlnnted Sens.*
tor Robert II# tofeiiette of Wisconsin for President did not
select e■vlce^preeidentlsl candidate*
to the 'Presidential' nominee*

They left the choice

After the nomination bad been

declined by Justice bonis B* Braudels -of the Baited States
Supreme Court and foto 0# MeSpavren, head of the Pennsylvania
Brange, Senator Burton 1* wheeler* -a Montana Democrat was
chosen*

senator wheeler announced his intention to back ba~

toilette* but be hesitated to accept the nomination*

Be was

under Indictment in Msutans50 ami felt that he might eabar*
rase the campaign effort*

A personal appeal by baFollette

moved him to change his mini*

Be accepted with the state

ment that* *•Between Davis and DooIMge is only a choice for
conservatives*" Most Democrats expressed little concern
over the selection* viewing wheeler as a renegade Democrat
Just as bafoliett# was a renegade Republican*^
baFollette’s position among the independent, groups m s
strengthened by the withdrawal of Duncan McDonald! the nominee
5°a Montana grand Jury charged that Senator Wheeler had taken
money from oil prospectors* in return, the Jury charged,
Wheeler promised to obtain leases from the Department of the
interior* . The bribery was reputed to have occurred after
Wheeler was elected Baited States senator but before he took
office* A Committee headed by Senator william S* Borah of
Idaho Investigated the charges and declared that the ease
was an attempt to persecute wheeler for his part in the in
vestigation of the Herding Administration1a scandals* fhe
charge was subsequently withdrawn In the Montana court*
^Omaha Morning World Mere id* fulf 17-20, 1924*

of the St* Raul Farmer-Labor Forty, convention*

This lad the

Senator to anticipate receiving the non*CpmmmiBt FarmerLabor votes'thus leaving, to -the Foster-Bitlow ticket .the ■
vote of the communists*.
Senator LaFollette In M s campaign attacked -the major
parties'and their records for supporting special Interests*
He declared* "The paramount issue la to break the combined
power of the private monopoly system m m

the political and

economic life of the American people *"52
The Progressive5campaign in Nebraska emphasized the in
difference of the two major parties to the important agrarian
and labor issues-*

The Progressives hoped, to add to ,%heir

vote by capturing the Berman vote in the state since senator
LaFollette had opposed the draft in 1917*
i Since,the following. Democratic.Congressmen from Nebraskahad favored the Howell-Barkley bill*53 Senator LaFollette
urged their reelection:

John .1* Morehead of Falls City, Ed

gar Howard of Columbus* and Ashton c. Shalleaberger of Alma*
However, LaFollette-. said 'that he would not endorse the candi
dacy of the other three Hebraska Congressmen^

0p«.

5%maha Morning World Herald* Sept*25, 1924*
53fntredueed by Republican Senator Howell of Hebraska and Demo: eratie Congressman Alben W.#- Barkley of, Kentucky-,'this bill
proposed, the abolition of the Railway' Labor Board#* Instead,
a dispute between labor and management, would be referred suc
cessively to a conference, a Board of Adjustment, a Board of
Mediation,.and a Board of Arbitration* ' The decision of the
last named Board would be final and filed in a Halted states
■District Court# Both sides must accept this decision*- The
plan was not adopted*
^Willis a* Sears of Omaha, M. o# Laughlin of York, and Robert
C* Simmons of Scottsbluff.*

posed the enactment of this important legislation*^*.
At a meeting in Lincoln on July 26 an unsuccessful at
tempt was made to read those who had attended the St* Paul
Farmer-Labor Convention out of the Progressive Party*

The

resolution, which was Introduced by George B. Wylie of
Fairbory* was directed at William Breen and ?/illiam Beebe
of Omdha; and W* J. Taylor of Merna*

Taylor appealed to

the convention over the head of the chairman*
the right to be heard*

He demanded

He reminded the assembly that the

Nebraska group led the revolt against the Communists at the
St* Paul gathering*

This statement convinced the assembly,

that the men in question should remain in the party#^
Like the Democrats; the Nebraska Progressive Party had
to replace Bryan on their gubernatorial ticket*

They chose

©an Butler, Omaha City Commissioner, who had previously en
dorsed Senator LaFollette*

Butler recalled that the choice,

which was first made by an unauthorized committee, was ques
tioned*

He did not seek the nomination or campaign actively 57(a)

George Frank Fisher*political reporter for-the Omaha World
■Herald at the time, stated that Butler accepted only because
such a candidacy would keep his name before the public*57(b)
55omaha Morning World Herald * July '2, 1924*
$&Qmha •Morning World Herald. July 26, 1924* Confirmed by Hoy
Harr op'Tn "interview, July 20,1948. ’
57(a)
' *
Interview with ©an Butler, July 22, 1948*
57(b)
Interview with George Frank Fisher, July 21, 1948#

85Dan Butler was not registered as a Progressive* 'At
the tlme;of Ms. selection he was away from Nebraska on vaca~
tton*

He sent, word .that he m s a Progressive but that'he

would not Interrupt his vacation merely to return home to
prove it#

.After the legality of this nomination was ques**

tioned by non^iafollette Progressives* Butler was again nom~
inated by the executive committee of the Progressive Party
consisting of .Feba M» Paul, Harvard, John 0* Schmidt, wahoo*
and w* N.#- Breen, feaha*

Ban Butler endorsed LaFollette a*

gain# .fM s .nomination was'held legal, and ■■Secretary of State
Pool

accepted the petitions*^
■Supporters of Senator LaFollette held a convention in

Brand Island*. August 19* in order to decide' quest ions rela*
tive to what -state offices and candidates would appear on
the .Progressive ballot with him*

the official notice stated

that it was calledt "•♦♦♦for the purpose of nominating Hebert
M*LaFollette and .Burton. E# Wheeler- for Bresi*
dent and Vice-President of the Halted States;
to nominate eight electors pledged' to vote for
LaFollette and Wheeler for these offices; and
to transact such other business as m y meet the
approval of the .LaFollette end wheeler National
Campaign committee*»59
the Omaha World He.pal& called this undemocratic and
autocratic on the part of the LaFollette party*
5^0maha Morning'World Herald* Sept*4* .1931**

5%bid* * Aug *8 f 1924*

fhey ■pointed

out that Habraaka Progressive® had. m voice in nominating:* th©
candidate®*

Furthermore the. partr*a national committee

planned to dictate what subject® could be discussed'*
fh# meeting failed to name m state ticket in spite of
faylor*® proteats that such a course would cause th#’party
in the state to be ewailowet by the other®#

He said, "I

ion*f a## how, with so state candidate in the field, we can.'
cues the old parties in the national field and support them
at.the mm& time in s-mm other direction*"^

How to get the names of LaFollette electors on th# b&l*
lot became a perplexing question to the W^*r&mivm*

It

was the original belief of Progressive Party leaders that
electora- should hate been selected by party contention be
fore MCy 1* The® It was suggested that the Senator might
use Henry Ford*® elector® or elector® selected by the LaFollatte group*® state convention* Major parties indicated
that tfeey would not oppose th# .placing of LaFollette elec
tor® on the ballot*

LaFollette did not went to be on th#

ballot'with Democratic candidates* therefore* petitions
for a separate set of aleetors were filed.#^
Senator Wheeler1® first, address was in Boston m Aug
ust 31* He attacked President Ooelidge as f*mythioally
strong and courageous" and Darla as

man who would' out-

Ooolidge Ooolidgs as a •servant of Wall Street*"^
^^Omaha Morning World Herald, Aug#20, 1934*
6*Iblfi..Aug.l5.1-8.27.192*.

62gsasa tslanfl Iadapenflant. Sapt.l, 192*.

tn

a radio .M&reiie from Washington the following night

Senator laFoiietta premised to repeal the BMh*OiiasdiiB
pwtatloa &«st.*.^

T m m *

i ^ e r the tarifff to readjust tar ached**

ules* to eo&aerve natural resources* and to promote coopera*
tire marketing free from governmental loterfarexxea#^
litbar Day* 1924* Fhil MPollebte spoke in the mormlng

at K m g F&rk In Omaha* to a Central hater V u i m picnic*

In

the afternoon of' the- earn# day he addressed a state Fair
audience In linoola* Be tailed the two major parties the
agents of capitalists* He attacked the Mellon T m Flan ^
and criticized President 0.o.oildge*s tardiness in acting in
the oil scandal* Hat above all he censured the Republican
Administration In Washington for failure to appoint a com*
mission to study farm prices*^
^ % h # M a o h ^ O m m i m transportation Act of 1930 sought to ©n<*
courage consolidation* It set up the principle of a "fair
return.*1 and "fair .rates" on m "fair evaluation" of railroad,
property* the latter was ietewined by the Interstate Oom*
mere* Commission* .the Commission was given complete Juris**
diction over the .financial operations of the railroads- to
protect the investing public* A Hallway labor Board was
established to mediate disputes about wages* hours* or work*
lug conditions* this Board- did not prevent the railway ahop**
meu^s strike In 1933*
^►Oinaba Morning World Bnrald. sapt.2» 1924.
^Andr ew Mellon believed that high taxes would discourage
business enterprise* In 1921 the wartls©'. excess nrofits
tax was repealed* the surtax reduced and the corporation tax
slightly Increased* In 1934 Mellon planned further reduo*
ticuu Democrats and Insurgent Republicans combined to force
greater exemptions for the low income groups*.
660 m b a

M s m m

SSSM. laF-SM. Sept,2. 1924.
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Is*. mid-September* Nebraska Progressive leaders ware
still discussing the question of party slates*

they disa

greed among themselves as to what' positions and candidates
should appear on the ballot with lafollett©*

fhe national

Progressive Commithe©. desired that only the. names of Sena
tors XaFoXlsbt#■and Wheeler should appear on the Progres
sive 'ballot*

Some of; the party supporters in the state

wanted at least Senator Norris* name included*

Most of them
*

agreed* however* that non-LaFollett#- democrats should pro
perly be excluded*

fhere were othe rs * however, who wanted

the names of Governor Bryan* senator' Morris* and 1* B.
Morton to appear on the Progressive tionset#

Tet Bryan’s

vice-presidential, nomination excluded him from such a tic
ket* ■fhey* therefore* proposed that only the names of La
Follette, Wheeler., B o w l s and Morton appear on the ballot*'
Frank JU Harrison* former Hiram Ichnson adherent* by thistime a supporter of the Progressive Party disavowed this
slate#’ He was opposed to naming any state-ticket*^
the visit of "Ifouug Bob” LaFollette to Nebraska,
the two Progressive, .candidates and Phil LaFollette, the
Senator’s younger son* spoke to -various groups In Nebraska,
[senator Wheeler* in a Lincoln address*, accused Governor
Bryan of placing party loyalty above progressive principles
in supporting Fohn w* Pavia J He.called for government pur
chase and sal© of wheat in order to stabilise its price*
^Qmaha Homing World Herald, Sept #14, X9^h*

While in Omaha* Wheeler attacked corruption in Washington
and Dawes for'Ms''attitude on labor*

At the same

■endorsed Senator Norris* °
W h e n :LaFollette 'spoke' in the:Omaha City Auditorium a
,pne.'hollar^'admission-fee was'charged except for a thousand
free ;seats distributed by party leaders*1 He declared that"
■prosperity for Nebraska- depended' upon a' change in railroad'
conditions-*' He called for' abolition of' the Hallway Labor
■Board" and the enactment of the HoweXl-Barkley Bill.
address, J* Francis McDermott, stated, was statesmanlike-in
quality but a disappointment to i&Follett©3& followers who
expected M m to rip the'opposition to pieces*^

At Kansas

City, LaFollette charged that the administration had turned V,
its back m
tion.

farmers,:telling' them" to' remedy their own situs-

Be blamed thehlgh freight rates for part'of their

trouble*

fhen, the Senator outlined his'ideas about aid to4 ’

agriculture*■ He advocated the enactment of emergency' legis
lation* in order to equalize' prices; a revision' of the- Federal
Reserve ■■System; aixd!anInvestigation, into' the activities of
'the 'Department1of ‘Agriculture*^ "' .
^Omaha -Morning'World -Herald, Sept *28, 1924* ’■’

^See footnote 53, p*83*
^^Omaha M o m l m 'World Herald; Oct.2,1924, interview with' F*
Francis McDermott, July BO, 1948* *
^Omaha .Morning World Herald,,Oct*22, 1924*
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With election day only three weeks away* the confusion
In the ranks .of Hebraska. Progressives was still In evidence *
Frank A* Harrison* Begioaal Director of the LaFollette Inde
pendents, ousted Otto Motx,.- Lincoln, from the state chairman*
ship,

Harrison charged that Mutz was supporting.a slate of

candidates for state, offices,'.tot% then rented another of
fice only two-blocks from the Progressive headquarters. ia
Lincoln*' He next secured an injunction in which Harrison
was prohibited from opening mail addressed to Mutz as State
Chairman of the Progressive Party*. After an involved series
of court orders, the court-decided .that Mats as electedState Chairman'was entitled to the position,

Harrison an

nounced that he-would continue to keep his office open*?2
The. Progressive Party*s hope .of strong labor support
was increased when the Executive Council of. the American
Federation, of Labor endorsed- candidates LaFollette and ,
Wheeler*'

the rank-and file, of labor were not expected to

■unanimously follow -their -leaders; w h o ,endorsed .the .Progressslv© party candidates*

LaFollette. followers asserted that

for once it was not a .choice, between two .evils*. . The Omaha
■
World Herald, .however.,- insisted that, the railroad policy
advocated by LaFollette did not differ from that outlined
by Davie*73*
The factors in Nebraska considered most favorable for

720maha Morning V/orld Herald* Oct*14,16,21,1924*

73n»ia.,Oct.22,1924.
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LaFollette were' the long standing record of cooperation be
tween himself and Senator George W. Horris*:and the tendency
of fonlor Senator, Hobart B* -Howell to rote and speak with
the insurgent groups in -tp© Senate*

Aa soon as Senator La—

Follette .announced his intention of heating a third party*
the defection of one or both .senators from the B©publlea.nParty seemed likely*
Before any national 'ho^hfentibh'..convened* -Senator ■Har
ris hinted that he- would support Senator LaFollette andspeak for'him if ashed*- Be said* ,**!& If12 1 ran as'-a Bepublican and supported Theodore Boosevelb.: I see no reason
why-1 cannot support LaFollette In the same maimer#*74 How
ell said* *1 am a Eepubiloan.w However* as'-a Senator his
noting record, was -remarkably similar to LaFollette*s*^
■Senator Norris alienated state-Republican leaders soon
after the primaries in April when he stated that'he-'would
not support ■the whole tlchet ■merely- because it'bore the
label Hepubllc&a#

Some of the "party leaders advocated re

moving Norris from the Hepublloan ticket following the Hat-'
ional Convent!on When he expressed the hope that President
Oooli&g© would be defeated*7^
?^In 1912 Theodore Roosevelt bolted the Bepubliean Party and
formed the "Bull Moos©1* or progressive Bepublican Party.
William Howard Taft was the Bepublican nominee# Woodrow
Wilson was. elected*
^Omaha Morning yorld Herald. May 27#1924#
?6Ibla.. June 1*. 1924*

■The .Omaha Morning world- Herald was of the opinion- that
Norris, would not holt the party*

Immediately after the
1,

National Convention* they wrote*.♦♦Senator: Norris does not belong'in the-.
Bepubliean party* There la hardly on© of its
'.polioles- in whiefehe believes* *.#*v**hbe Repub** :
lie an party never adopted a, -platform so bad* ■
or nominated© candidate so bad to stand upon 1
It,that Senator Norris bolted either,;or ever
wouldbelt-tovsuppgrt the best'and cleanest ■
Bsmoerab living**77
Like Norris* Senator Howell had voted with LaFollette
for progressive measures many times in the Senate.?# The
lunior senator spoke in behalf, of both President Cooli&ge
and Norris -after he visited the white Bouse*

!e promised

,,0ool!dge that he would support both party, regulars and his
Nebraska colleague*
The Nebraska Republicans finally decided that Morris
was preferable to a Democrat* at least from a vote-getting
standpoint* and they allotted to him some of the party1's _
campaign funds*

slosa* who opposed Nor ids in the Republican

primaries* had been, furnished party support at that time*
Party leaders remained'silent while Morris7attacked-the
Administration for its policies * ^
^Jditorlal in Omaha Morning World 'Herald* lune 19, 1924*
7®Beth. Senators favored the veterans* bonus* the Child Labor
Amendment , the revision-of'.Mellon*© tax plan* the redaction
of the tariff* the reduction of railroad rates,* the owner**
ship of public utilities by the Government*

^%maha Morning World Herald*1Aug.*2, 19-24*'

Senator Borrle to ©pemtog M a campaign for reeleotiom
at Grand island! September 23* Spoke in

f m

®r of the’pro**

posed amendment which mold have abolished;the party sirtie
and party designation of candidates seeking ©f fie# in Nebraska*
Most party regulars i » n opposed to ^this'amendment*
ramson the speech

m m

tor tbto

poorly received by th# party leaders*

fbe Senator made only^ one m i m m m ® to Presldaab Ooo&dgw*

He

mentioned tbs fast that ;t w^s cooll&ge who had prevented
farm relief * xm this ape©oh Morris adroomted higher tax rates
wherever hearable! greater publicity for Federal

immmm

tar

returns! parity prises for the farmer! a government ©ontrolled
water power system! a modified government “railroad control!
and Aneriean enframe# into the world Court*®'
After the Progressive Party endorsed Harris* ha ©on*
aldared am open break with the Haptabltomm ticket im order to
support LaFollette *

ft to lstosmttag to mot# that the senior

Senator from Hebrmska spoke for the Wldeoaato senator im, Iowa
but mot 1m Habraate*

Be evidently shunned am open break'twith

party leaders in hie m m state*

when the Senator spoke for

LaFollette in another state* he #was- mot campaigning in direct
opposition to the future political'.forbmnoe cf Hebraaka B#*»
,C .Sorensen* Attorney General of the State of Habra aim* and
Senator Morris wear# the most proxaineait proponents of this
plan* It would have eliminated the party circle making
^straight1* ticket voting Impossible* Candidates would have had
no party designation after their names* fhe proposal was
defeated 1 6 3 *9 3 2 'to 2 2 if4 dS* '
810maha Morning, world a w i M t Sept.25* 1924.

publican office holders-- and -candidate#*
The possibility that LaFollette *s candidacy might
cause a deadlock in the Electoral College thus throwingthe election into the House, led a Lincoln.Republican to
ask -Senator Morris, for. whom..he would vote for Vice-Bresldent in the event the Senate, had to make .such .a decision*
The Senator answered, this question, in Bridgeport*

He.

said, that he would vote for. the man who had received the
largest popular vote for the office..in the.Nebraska elec
tion*

This, the Omaha Morning World Herald skeptically

commented., meant a vote for Hawes*. They wrote that senator
LaFollette would not be the one with the most electoral
votes*. Furthermore, they..said, that Senator Morris- had never
f
yet supported a Democrat , and thus would not likely oast
a vote f or. Governor Bryan.^
Senator Morris followed a. policy of attacking the.
.activities of the national Administration while, vdthholding
comment on Presidential- candidates*

When he announced that

he would not support Goolidge with LaFollette in the field,
he was criticized by the Hepabllc.au National Committee*

Such

4

action was not unexpected since Senator wheeler was urging
Morris1 xeeleetloa In Nebraska,and Senator Smith Brookhart
of Iowa had demanded at the convention that Morris be nomina
ted in place of Dawes on the Hepufelican ticket*

Both Sena

tors Morris and. Howell were deprived of patronage when they
^Editorial in Omaha World Herald* Oct* 14, 1924* Val y* Peter
stated that he"and the senator talked over and agreed, upon the
inadvisability of supperting LaFollette* Interview, July 22,
1943*
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defended Senator LaFollette against a move to deprive him
Of committee appointments#0^
According1to one source, Senator Norris did act make
his stead for Senator LaFollette very definite or clear#
Neuberger and Kahn, his biographers wrote*
.*Xf there Is any inconsistency in George
w; Norris* long: career it is the fact that-'in
1924 he was' not an active adherent of his
friend and mentor Hubert M# LaFollette.*84
Norris mast hare felt that lack of support for Frost*
dent Ooolidge was'in actuality support for LaFollette, for
he wrote in his autobiography*
**!& 1924 as a successful Republican can*
didate for reelaction to the Senate, I had sup
ported my old friend'and senatorial colleague,
Hobart M# LaFollette, against Calvin C collage*
there was. nothing hidden, secretive, nor subtle
about it# I had indicated plainly by letter to
the Bepublican leaders in Nebraska my inalterable
purpose# there was nothing In common between
my conception of .national policy and Mr. Coolidge^a
philosophy of American welfare# 1 sympathized with
the Independent candidacy of Bob LaFollette in no
less degree than t had supported Theodore Boose*
velt in his organization of the Bull Moose move*
meat* X told those leaders, if people in the
audience asked me to state my position, X would
outline it#*®5
BOLLS AND BR&PXOTIOTS
Political observers were most Interested in what ef
fect LaFollette1a candidacy would have upon the strength
^Eiohard L# Neuberger and Stephen Kahn, Integrity# pp.153,
157.
®%euberger and Kahn, o p #oit. ,p#155*
$5
^George w* Norris, Fightlug Liberal# p .286#

of the major parties#

Many felt that the winner would be

the party best able to stand desertion to the third party#
They recognized that such action was most likely to occur
in the Middle West, an area where both major parties re
cognized they must carry the election for success in the
nation at large#
leaders in both the Democratic Party and the Republi
can Party said that laPollette was Influencing the elec
tion outcome#

Both'groups claimed that he was splitting.

■the opposing, party, perhaps with the idea that making him
part' of' the ■opposition would keep their regular party mem
bers in line# ’Arthur Mullen of Omaha predicted a "Demo
cratic victory on the basis that ■Democrats would vote with
their party#- The feeling of *1912 all over again*'was
general
The rising grain prices were bad for Progressive-hopes#
This party needed discontent to win#

They could not afford

to have the farmer placated and thus reunited'with either
of the two major parties#

Their hope for'a 'deadlock de

pended upon winning enough electoral votes so that neither
Davis nor' 0o.ol.ldge would secure the necessary majority for
success#
In yume* 1924# Republican leaders claimed that Coolldge
could win without carrying Wisconsin, Nebraska# Minnesota',
North Dakota, South Dakota,, and Iowa Where the three can^Omaha Morning world Herald# Aug.#17# 19,1924*

dilates. met head-on# ‘ 'Ivan the Democrats feared that IsFollette and Wheeler would divide the Democratic vote ant
thus let dooll&ge win#

They, pointed out that while ■pro

gressive© claimed tic he against both parties, they 'had usu
ally voted with the Democrats in Congress and would thus
he more likely to draw votes from that source#

Labor sup

port of Progressive candidates was an example of the di
version of Democratic strength#

By October, Republican

campaign managers predicted a Coolidge victory on the sup
position that LaFoilette could carry only North Dakota and
Wisconsin.
literary Digest poll predicted a Republican vic
tory .nationally#

It also .prophesied, that Coolidge and
Ballots returned from Bryan *a

Dawes would win in Nebraska#
home state gave these results:

Coolidge and Dawes, 20,862,

Davis and Bryan, 8,892, Lafollette and wheeler, 8,883, the
combined votes of five other candidates, 4 8 5 * ^
Across the nation, Democrat© and LaFollette supporters
charged that Republican postmaster© marked the ballot © for
Coolidge and returned them#

In Omaha destruction of from

three hundred to five hundred undeliverable Literary Digest
Literary Digest# Nov.l, 1924* The Literary Digest sent 15
mi Ilion post card ballots# The reel pIeE¥SaelacHe5 the bal
lot .portion and returned It by .mall# In 1924, 2,386,052 ■
were returned# The' editors relied upon mass returns to In
sure. accuracy# More recent polls such as that conducted by
the American institute of Public Opinion take into account
such factors as the age, political preference, economic
class, religious affiliation of those polled.

9B
ballots- daily was claimed*

'Malian said the poll was as

worthless as the one in 1912***®
’

Herald commented!

The Omaha Morning .World

t-

■ v

"Ail informed people know that Coolidge*s
vote will be a minority and that it is extremely
doubtful if he can win oat by a -plurality,-and
that instead of being first or second, he m a y
area'be third l a t h e real poll that is taken-at
the ballot box*"®v
Both Clem West and. lames Lawrence stated that they were
pessimistic at the time about the Democratic Party’s chances.
The former blamed the. religions controversy of the o-onventlon; the latter felt that Davis, .ushiie an excellent man,
could not defeat Coolidge prosperity.

William. Jamieson,

Candidate for Congress from the Second District was hopeful
of personal victory and blamed the support of Roy Harr op by
organised labor for splitting the vote and electing Willis
0* Bears
An example of a LaFollette supporter’s attitude toward.
Nebraska results was given by Oswald Garrison Vi Hard, edl. tor of The Nation, in an address in Omaha, October 12, when
■

t

he claimed! "LaFollette strength lies in the farming dis
tricts as well as in labor circles.
true In Nebraska."

'Particularly is this

He said that the state was safe for La-

®®0maha Morning World Herald, Oct. 11, 1924* The 1912 Literary
DlgestJ:
i
''p'bil"1^ediQtedT"Waf Theodore'Roosevelt, would Sewweleeted* ¥/oodrow Wilson was the victor.
®%ditorial in Omaha Morning World Herald, Oct*14, 1924.
9°Interviews with Clem West and William Jamieson, Omaha attorney,
July 23, 194&. James Lawrence, Editor of the Lincoln star,
was Interviewed July 21, 194&*

Follebte if Senator Norris endorsed him*®**

Senator Norris’

indefinite policy did not increase hopes based on such a
premise.
^Oswald ■Garrison Vi Hard, "The winning of the West," In The
Nation* Oct.22, 1924, 1191435*6#

THE ELECTION RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
HjSOTTS IN NEBRASKA
Nebraska vote! as the nation did on election day.
President Coolidge and Dawes won the state’s eight elec
toral votes but it was not a complete landside*

Three

Democratic Congressmen were elected^ while only one on
■ the state Republican ticket was defeated#^
^Nebraska Blue Book. 1924, pp.*420-21 lists the following
reiilti'^in" tSe ifebraska Congressional Districts:
First Districti
John H. Morahead .(Dam., and Prog.)
1* H* Thorpe (Ren.)
E *Lue‘i la Bart on IProg•)

31,584
29,755
1,555
i

Second Districtt
■William Nt Jameson {Bern,)
Willis 0, Sears (Rep*)'
Roy M» Harrop {Prog.)

24,756
38,382
6,059

Third Districts
Edgar Howard {Dem.and Prog#}
1*0 .Houston (Rep.)

46,631
34,451

Fourth Districti
E*B.Placek 1{Bern.}
M* 0-*Lau ghli a {Rep *}'
John 0 .Schmidt {Prog*}

28,962
32,235
4,563

Fifth District! .
Ashton O* Shallenberger {Bern*and Prog.) 37,766
william 1* Andrews (Rep.)
29,871
Sixth District!
Charles W* Beal (Bern*)
31,275
54,686
Robert 0* Simmons (Rep.)
Jeose Sandy {prog*}
5,467
2
-Charles H* Pool\.' Democrat, was elected Secretary of
State over L* B* Johnson, Republican,

fhe actual count in Nebraska showed that Coolidge
and Dawes received 218,505 votes, Davis and Bryan 137,289,
LePollette and Wheeler 106,701.# Herman P* Faria and Marie
Breta 1,594#

In the’Senatorial contest, Norris defeated

■John J. fhomas, candidate on both the Democratic ..and Pro*
greesive tickets 274,647 to 165,370#
Adam McMullen, Republican, won the governorship with
229,06? votes to J* N* Horton's 183,709 and Pan B . Butler*
35,594.3
3Webraska Blue Book. 1924, pp.407-19.
slaier¥fflces'were'as follows':

The votes for other

lieutenant Governor s
P* J* Mullin {Bern*}
G# A# Williams (Rep,)
Granville KunHBsr {Prog#)'
jr.# F* Webster {Proh*)
Secx ‘
*
Charles H* Pool_ (Bern.#and 'Frog#)
"L* B« Johnson {Rep.)
P. B* Gilbert {Proh*)

167,018
219,965
‘30,797
11,064

216,813

Auditor:
Clarence Harman (Den,#)
George W* Marsh {Hep*)
William A* 'Anderson (Prog#)
David Fawcett (Proh#)

160,500
215#817
38,229
8,596

Commissioner of Public Lands and Buildings
L# A# Larson (Bern*)
(Bern#)
Dan Swanson (Rep.)
R# W. Wiggins (Prog#)

151,769
238,745
31,240

State treasurer:
Lewis F# Langhorst (Dam#)
Charles 0, Robinson (Hep#)
F* 7# Stalley (Prog.)

153,708
231,330
35,295

Attorney General:
Harry Fleharty (Bern,)
0# S. Spillman {Rep#j

150,59?
270,007

*r

(See following page*)

Semtor'laFoilette’h 106 thousand votes represented
23 per dent of'the'total'vote east in Nebraska,

The map

•on page 103 shows that the Progressive candidate polled
over 23 per cent of the votes.in forty-four counties* se»
cured-more than one-third In twenty counties and was the
choice of over 40 par cent of the electorate In four oounties*

This strength was most prevalent In the arid*, poorer

farming sections of the state and consequently*, in the less
densely populated areas*

The fact that there was general

■dissatisfaction was evident from the results*

The Wiscon

sin Senator received less than ten per cent of the votes
in only four counties of the state*

In thirty counties

he finished second.*
One writer*; in evaluating the effects of rainfall and
drouth upon independent political movements*- attributed' the
support given to such ideas in. certain areas of Nebraska to
their particular climatic characteristics*

He described the

.section running diagonally from, northeast to southwest across Hebraslta -as having' fewer advantages' than land to
the southeast*' Here*/ he said*' farming is. profitable In
good years,' but drouths are usually more disastrous than,
in the region of greater rainfall to the southeast or in
the ranching sections of the panhandle*
^(Continued from previous page)
Bailway Commissioners
Floyd L. Bollen (Bern*and Frog.)
H* a* Taylor (Hep.)

Breath years make

200*079
213*568
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peer political treatment ©©am worse* and the farmers vote
their resentment *^
Comparing the map on .page 1.05 used %

fir* Barnhart

ant the results shown on page 103 ©hows this misstate
region as one where DaFollette was strong*

flue Guberna

torial Election of 1890, described■in the article eited,
showed considerable Populist strength in Sioux, Sheridan*
and Hooker counties*

laFollette made a good showing in

Sioux, Dawes, and Box^Butte counties*

This could be due

to submarginal characteristics of this region even for
successful ranching*
The map on page 106 iadleat©s,the predemlhatly He*'
publican character of the results*

Coolidge received a

majority of the votes oast in thirty counties and a plural*
ity in fifty others*

This left only five counties polling

a Democratio plurality, six giving, laFollette a. plurality
■and two in which the Wisconsin Senator garnered ©.majority*
Additional evidence of their strength is shown by the fact
that the Republicans were third in only two counties,
Greeley where' the Democrats were first and Platte in which

lafollette was the victor*

The five Democratic counties,

were among those traditionally carried by that party*,^
*KTohn D. Barnhart, "Rainfall and the Populist, Party* in
Nebraska," The American Political Science Review, Aug.

1925, 19:527^0":
’
‘'
;
''
Spdgar Sugene Robinson* The Presidential Vote 1896~1932*
pp*99~101 ..
.
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Tit© following table makes clear the relationship of
the firsts, seconds and thirds In the ninety-three- counties
of the stated
■1st

2nd

3rd

Republican

80

11

2

Democratic'

5

52

36

LaFollette

8

30

55

In the eighty comities where the Republicans were vie-*
torlous* the Democrats were second In fifty-on© cases, LaFollette in twenty-nine*

Of the five counties carried by

Davis and Bryan, only one voted for LaFollette and wheeler
as their second choice*

This indicates a ^regular** ten

dency toward the major parties in fifty-five counties not
withstanding the impressive showing made by LaFollette.
Compared with her neighboring states, Nebraska was a
tri-partisan area*

Iowa and South Dakota had scattered

Progressive areas; the Democrats failed to make a showing*
Large sections of Minnesota and North Dakota voted for LaFollette; the remainder of both states voted Republican*
Wyoming had one third party section; elsewhere in the state
Ooolidge was triumphant*

In Southwestern Colorado Demo

crats and Progressives each carried a small area; the.Repub
lican Party dominated the rest of the state*
county voted Republican*

Bvery Kansas

Missouri, which was carried by

Ooolidg© and Dawes, was about equally divided In area be^Nebraska Blue Book, 1924, pp.404-5*

tween, the two major parties*

'She Democrats and Progressives

carried five and eight counties, respectively In Nebraska*
The distribution was-such as to indicate -a dual challenge
to the Republican Party *7
As much as any one thing the election illustrated the
difficulty of organizing a successful third party movement*
r
*
■*
The confusion within the Progressive movement in Nebraska
has been described*

such disorder* which is inherent on

the local level In such a political -enterprise, undoubtedly
alienated some potential Lafbllettb..supporters*
ley. Harrop pointed', out the difficulties which a new
party must face*

Blsorganizat ion and lack of money make it

necessary fur their members to work for little or nothing*
As soon as they" show promise* the regular'.parties offer them
Jobs which* as. they are "usually .men of limited means* they
**
cannot afford to refuse to accept*
To v&at extent LaFoXXette*© candidacy influenced the
final results is difficult to evaluate*

George w. Norris*

affinity with the Wisconsin Senator probably led many’Re
publicans to vote for the latter*
La?ollett©*a candidacy did not defeat the Democrats*
The Democrats would have needed ninety-four thousand of
the LaFoXiette votes to vAn*

It is difficult to believe

that only twelve thousand Republicans voted for LaFollette.
7Hobinson, s m e l t * * p*22*
^Interview* Only 20# 1948*
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w h y toe democrats lost

A Republican and a CooIIdge victory only partially
describes tbe election of 192k In Bebraska*
a Democratic defeat#

It was also

local disgust with the election re**

suit was well expressed by the ■Omaha florid Herald thus:
"Sitting all burled'amid falling leaves, we find ourselves
wondering what in the name of the Sleepers of Ephesus Is
the matter with the Democratic Party*

This is a serious

question, and it'clamors for solution* [~The party of

tersoik deserves to look like something better than what
the cat- brought in*"9
pfhe Democratic Party, in spite of attempts to make, it'**
self appear reunited, never recovered from its convention,

battlesg McAdoo’s followers,were accused of taifing Davis.
The sincerity of W. *f. Bryan in supporting the Democratic
nominee, whom he had once denounced, was questioned*

Hav**

Ing once expressed his supposedly true convictions, he
could not fool the public by altering that judgement.
The religious Issue had been too prominent and too bit**
terly f ought in the convention for the Democrats to forget
it so soon*

Clem West said that many Catholics refused to

support Davis as the Democratic candidate because of the anti**
Catholic sentiment expressed by some of the party leaders
1

during the convention#

;

They were not even placated by the

fact that Davis was considered by many to be the legatee of
^Editorial in Omaha Moaning World Herald * Bov *9, 1924#

110
Smith'fs convention'vobes.^0
Coolidge was the only one of the six loading nominees
who did not visit Mebreaks* a tri-party area*

This is mot

particularly strange for, according to- Robert smith, promt** '
meat Republican leader in Bebraska., such silence was a part
of the Republican strategy*

Ooolidge ignored Davis1' chal

lenge to assert himself on the K i m and some other issues*^
•

Every person the author interviewed expressed the high
est- regard for Davis * qualifications for the office of Presi
dent*

All agreed with .fames l^wrenee^s phrase* **Hs would have

been am adornment to'any group or ticket*"

They were also

unanimous in the opinion that, Davis was a conservative *
Opinion was not so unanimous on the Democratic candi
date's efforts to appear to 'be a liberal*.

George O ’Malley,

Edgar Howard, and. .Fred Carey believed he wanted the Middle
West to regard him as such#

fames Lawrence said that Davis

did not attempt to pose as anything other than his true self*
Mere* Lawrence said# was Davis * greatest difficulty*
not .and could not have been a- crusader*

He was

He was too much like

Calvin Ooolidge to be able to arouse the people to any sense
of guilt In regard to the Harding- administration'scandals*

He

was too honest Intellectually to accuse Ooolidge of being per
sonally involved*

Davis was in no position to carry the country

politically at that t lme*^
^Interview, faly 23, 1948*

^Interview, fuly 19, 1948#
^Interviews with Georg® O’Malley, faly 19, 1948, Edgar Howard,
faly 10# 1948, Ered Carey# fuly 23* 1948* and fames Lawrence*
faly 21, 1948.

'One of tie major qualifications in tit© selection of
a vXce^presidential candidate is bis ability to carry M s
©tat© or section, for the party#

Oovernor Bryan failed to

do this*
The fact that ’the Wisconsin Senator did poll a con**
siderabl© amount of the progressive vote meant* in the

:opinion of Edgar Howard* that Bryan*© expected influence
on that portion of the electorate was largely neutralized#
Edward Morrow said' that Bryan simply didn*t "cut m ou$1 ice**
as a national figure*^

WHY ROBERT M* LaFQLLlTTl LOST
■The failure of’Hubert M* L&FoXXebbe to carry the areas
of discontent demonstrated again the difficulty of dislodge
ing the old parties*

LaFollette*© thirteen electoral votes

represented 4*700,000 votes or sixteen per cent of the na-,
tional total * ^ r Mark Sullivan said that in July LafolXette
expected to get ten per cent "if the total vote#

In October

Progressive leaders were predicting as much as twenty per
cent of all vbtes*^- Many Nebraska,.--third party'affiliates
actually expected LaPollett© to w i n * ^
LaPollett© failed’to meet’expectations in Mebraska,
Kansas1, and Iowa* "the farm bloc" states* where third par~
^^Intervlews with Fdgar Howard, Columbus* July IB-* 194B and
Edward Morrow, Omaha, July 15, 1948*
^ % h e Wisconsin Senator carried only his own state* In 1912
Theodore Roosevelt received 27 per cent of the votes and B8
electoral votes#
/
,
,

^Mark Sullivan*."Looking Back on LaFollette" in World*s' Work,
Jam*192S;49s325*

~

^Interview with Roy Harrop* Omaha* July 20, 1948♦

ties 5had always been able'to‘
master their greatest strength*
In Nebraska there had been no particular demand for the
LaFolIette candidacy*
the outside*

it had been brought to the state from

Nebraska farmers were confident of the future

and depending more and more upon one or two grain crops-and

scorning such aids to income: as" dairying' or -fruit growing*3*^
The farmers followed the old'custom'of returning the party
in power to office whenever economic conditions are favor*
able «
.Had'* either farmers or laborers followed their leaders*
the Progressive Party’s total might have been larger*

.In* .

stead labor leaders were unable to deliver the working man*s
vote* ■It was the first time' the American Federation' of La»

bor had endorsed a candidate for 'the Presidency#’
The Republican Party may have' gained more from.the
third party*

Conservative Republicans were united in a

stand against LaFolIette*

President coolidge could ignore

the Democrats and the issues they raised to talk against
LaFolIette and Wheeler.
LaFollette was fighting for too many issues.

Some

who favored part of his platform were repelled by other
provisions*

Among these were the anti-mono p o l y p l a n k ,

which was not as popular as before the war, and the Supreme
18
<
J
Court plank
which lost many votes for LaFollette#

^Interview with Edward Morrow, July 15* 1948*
18fhls was a proposed amendment to the Baited States C,on~
stitution to allow Congress to override a decision of the
Supreme Court. *

,• ^ The endorsement by the socialist Party probably hurt,
LaFolIette in Nebraska *

It ceased many to Tote Republican

In the fear that progressives were Socialists under another
name*

Control of the- press by the two major parties pro-

pa bly contributed to LaFolIette*s failure to win In Nebraska*
The campaign of 1924 was conducted without the benefit of
huge radio networks or talking motion pictures*

Nebraska

did mot. have a single station affiliated with a network at
this time * Thus, candid ates were unable to make the per
sonal appeal thich lias become so significant in political
campaigns
The 106 thousand Progressive votes in Nebraska were
not an especially poor third*

The Senator practically

single-handedly Inspired nearly five million Americans to
vote for him*

This Indicated that some of the LaFolIette

ideas were popular*

It was a warning to the Republicans

that they could not abandon all progressive ideas*

t m CALVIN COOLimF WON
As victor in the campaign Calvin Coolldge deserved much
personal credit*

This personal factor was the foremost

reason for the Republican victory.

Although lacking the

force of a Theodore Roosevelt or a Wilson, Coolldge Impressed
himself upon the country*

His tendency to let things ri&e,

his lack of pressure on Congress, and the oil Invest!gatIona
*%?he American Legion opposed LaFolIette because of his reference
to the war as "putting the dollar sign on the flag," according
to William Ritchie, in an Interview, July 23, 1943* Ritchie
served as Stat e CoMuander- of the American Legion lit 1923* '
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which failed-- to smear .him did net- lessen his popularity*^®
Coolldge acted as*the representative of government by
and, for the. .business man# 'With Mellon running the Treasury
and; a passive’president,''business could feel safe* ' The ■
tides of economic prosperity .ancL Republican political
ascendancy were running strong*

■

In the minds- of voters the

-•two movements were closely connected*

Fven the traditionally

discontented farmer was in better circumstances*

Good crops

at -better* pricesthan In 1923 made him feel that Coolldge
must be responsible for some of the improvement *

Because

economic conditions were favorable under Coolldge the voters
accepted him-with isolationism, high tariff, low corporation
(taxes, n n d ‘all his; other, proposals'to let the country continue
on the course it ha* teen following.2!
This- vote for a 'man rather than a party was .even more
remarkable in view* of the .high character and exceptional abil
ity of lohn W* Bavis*
who Is fulfilling M s

It is difficult to defeat any Incumbent
office satisfactorily In normal, times*-

■^%ait# in American Parties and’llsetlons* p *311-12* has des
cribed the'appeal of'ril¥resl"3ent■0oblidge"thus: "He set'-him
self up as the dutiful doer of a day*s work; the calm m u
of iron industry; the executive who labored for economy and
order in government; the President who worked for a reduc
tion in public expenditure, and also managed to stand before
his fellow citizens as the man who was trying to save their
money and to cut down their individual taxes; who Illustrated
the humdrum but indiepensabl© virtues of efficient admlnisl
tration— in these guides Mr. Coolldge not only compelledrecognition as the chief asset of the Republican party, but
more and more won a hold upon the plain and steady-going
masses of the people*"
,
f
^Interview with lames Lawrence, *Tuly 21, 1943*
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